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1. Introduction

07GJ This chapter is based on a lecture series given by Johan de Jong held in 2012 at
Columbia University. The goals of this chapter are to give a quick introduction to
crystalline cohomology. A reference is the book [Ber74].

This is a chapter of the Stacks Project, version c0c593da, compiled on Mar 03, 2023.
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We have moved the more elementary purely algebraic discussion of divided power
rings to a preliminary chapter as it is also useful in discussing Tate resolutions in
commutative algebra. Please see Divided Power Algebra, Section 1.

2. Divided power envelope

07H7 The construction of the following lemma will be dubbed the divided power envelope.
It will play an important role later.
Lemma 2.1.07H8 Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let A→ B be a ring map. Let
J ⊂ B be an ideal with IB ⊂ J . There exists a homomorphism of divided power
rings

(A, I, γ) −→ (D, J̄, γ̄)
such that

Hom(A,I,γ)((D, J̄, γ̄), (C,K, δ)) = Hom(A,I)((B, J), (C,K))
functorially in the divided power algebra (C,K, δ) over (A, I, γ). Here the LHS is
morphisms of divided power rings over (A, I, γ) and the RHS is morphisms of (ring,
ideal) pairs over (A, I).
Proof. Denote C the category of divided power rings (C,K, δ). Consider the func-
tor F : C −→ Sets defined by

F (C,K, δ) =
{

(φ,ψ)
∣∣∣∣ φ : (A, I, γ)→ (C,K, δ) homomorphism of divided power rings
ψ : (B, J)→ (C,K) an A-algebra homomorphism with ψ(J) ⊂ K

}
We will show that Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 3.3 applies to this functor which
will prove the lemma. Suppose that (φ,ψ) ∈ F (C,K, δ). Let C ′ ⊂ C be the subring
generated by φ(A), ψ(B), and δn(ψ(f)) for all f ∈ J . Let K ′ ⊂ K ∩ C ′ be the
ideal of C ′ generated by φ(I) and δn(ψ(f)) for f ∈ J . Then (C ′,K ′, δ|K′) is a
divided power ring and C ′ has cardinality bounded by the cardinal κ = |A|⊗ |B|ℵ0 .
Moreover, φ factors as A → C ′ → C and ψ factors as B → C ′ → C. This proves
assumption (1) of Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 3.3 holds. Assumption (2) is clear
as limits in the category of divided power rings commute with the forgetful functor
(C,K, δ) 7→ (C,K), see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 3.2 and its proof. □

Definition 2.2.07H9 Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let A → B be a ring
map. Let J ⊂ B be an ideal with IB ⊂ J . The divided power algebra (D, J̄, γ̄)
constructed in Lemma 2.1 is called the divided power envelope of J in B relative to
(A, I, γ) and is denoted DB(J) or DB,γ(J).
Let (A, I, γ)→ (C,K, δ) be a homomorphism of divided power rings. The universal
property of DB,γ(J) = (D, J̄, γ̄) is

ring maps B → C
which map J into K ←→

divided power homomorphisms
(D, J̄, γ̄)→ (C,K, δ)

and the correspondence is given by precomposing with the map B → D which
corresponds to idD. Here are some properties of (D, J̄, γ̄) which follow directly
from the universal property. There are A-algebra maps
(2.2.1)07HA B −→ D −→ B/J

The first arrow maps J into J̄ and J̄ is the kernel of the second arrow. The elements
γ̄n(x) where n > 0 and x is an element in the image of J → D generate J̄ as an
ideal in D and generate D as a B-algebra.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07H8
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07H9
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Lemma 2.3.07HB Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let φ : B′ → B be a surjection
of A-algebras with kernel K. Let IB ⊂ J ⊂ B be an ideal. Let J ′ ⊂ B′ be the inverse
image of J . Write DB′,γ(J ′) = (D′, J̄ ′, γ̄). Then DB,γ(J) = (D′/K ′, J̄ ′/K ′, γ̄)
where K ′ is the ideal generated by the elements γ̄n(k) for n ≥ 1 and k ∈ K.

Proof. Write DB,γ(J) = (D, J̄, γ̄). The universal property of D′ gives us a homo-
morphism D′ → D of divided power algebras. As B′ → B and J ′ → J are surjec-
tive, we see that D′ → D is surjective (see remarks above). It is clear that γ̄n(k) is
in the kernel for n ≥ 1 and k ∈ K, i.e., we obtain a homomorphism D′/K ′ → D.
Conversely, there exists a divided power structure on J̄ ′/K ′ ⊂ D′/K ′, see Divided
Power Algebra, Lemma 4.3. Hence the universal property of D gives an inverse
D → D′/K ′ and we win. □

In the situation of Definition 2.2 we can choose a surjection P → B where P
is a polynomial algebra over A and let J ′ ⊂ P be the inverse image of J . The
previous lemma describes DB,γ(J) in terms of DP,γ(J ′). Note that γ extends to a
divided power structure γ′ on IP by Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.2. Hence
DP,γ(J ′) = DP,γ′(J ′) is an example of a special case of divided power envelopes we
describe in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4.07HC Let (B, I, γ) be a divided power algebra. Let I ⊂ J ⊂ B be an ideal.
Let (D, J̄, γ̄) be the divided power envelope of J relative to γ. Choose elements
ft ∈ J , t ∈ T such that J = I + (ft). Then there exists a surjection

Ψ : B⟨xt⟩ −→ D

of divided power rings mapping xt to the image of ft in D. The kernel of Ψ is
generated by the elements xt − ft and all

δn

(∑
rtxt − r0

)
whenever

∑
rtft = r0 in B for some rt ∈ B, r0 ∈ I.

Proof. In the statement of the lemma we think of B⟨xt⟩ as a divided power ring
with ideal J ′ = IB⟨xt⟩ + B⟨xt⟩+, see Divided Power Algebra, Remark 5.2. The
existence of Ψ follows from the universal property of divided power polynomial
rings. Surjectivity of Ψ follows from the fact that its image is a divided power
subring of D, hence equal to D by the universal property of D. It is clear that
xt − ft is in the kernel. Set

R = {(r0, rt) ∈ I ⊕
⊕

t∈T
B |

∑
rtft = r0 in B}

If (r0, rt) ∈ R then it is clear that
∑
rtxt− r0 is in the kernel. As Ψ is a homomor-

phism of divided power rings and
∑
rtxt − r0 ∈ J ′ it follows that δn(

∑
rtxt − r0)

is in the kernel as well. Let K ⊂ B⟨xt⟩ be the ideal generated by xt − ft and the
elements δn(

∑
rtxt − r0) for (r0, rt) ∈ R. To show that K = Ker(Ψ) it suffices

to show that δ extends to B⟨xt⟩/K. Namely, if so the universal property of D
gives a map D → B⟨xt⟩/K inverse to Ψ. Hence we have to show that K ∩ J ′ is
preserved by δn, see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.3. Let K ′ ⊂ B⟨xt⟩ be the
ideal generated by the elements

(1) δm(
∑
rtxt − r0) where m > 0 and (r0, rt) ∈ R,

(2) x
[m]
t′ (xt − ft) where m > 0 and t′, t ∈ I.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HB
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HC
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We claim that K ′ = K ∩J ′. The claim proves that K ∩J ′ is preserved by δn, n > 0
by the criterion of Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.3 (2)(c) and a computation
of δn of the elements listed which we leave to the reader. To prove the claim note
that K ′ ⊂ K ∩ J ′. Conversely, if h ∈ K ∩ J ′ then, modulo K ′ we can write

h =
∑

rt(xt − ft)

for some rt ∈ B. As h ∈ K ∩ J ′ ⊂ J ′ we see that r0 =
∑
rtft ∈ I. Hence

(r0, rt) ∈ R and we see that

h =
∑

rtxt − r0

is in K ′ as desired. □

Lemma 2.5.07KE Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let B be an A-algebra and
IB ⊂ J ⊂ B an ideal. Let xi be a set of variables. Then

DB[xi],γ(JB[xi] + (xi)) = DB,γ(J)⟨xi⟩

Proof. One possible proof is to deduce this from Lemma 2.4 as any relation be-
tween xi in B[xi] is trivial. On the other hand, the lemma follows from the universal
property of the divided power polynomial algebra and the universal property of di-
vided power envelopes. □

Conditions (1) and (2) of the following lemma hold if B → B′ is flat at all primes
of V (IB′) ⊂ Spec(B′) and is very closely related to that condition, see Algebra,
Lemma 99.8. It in particular says that taking the divided power envelope commutes
with localization.

Lemma 2.6.07HD Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let B → B′ be a homomor-
phism of A-algebras. Assume that

(1) B/IB → B′/IB′ is flat, and
(2) TorB

1 (B′, B/IB) = 0.
Then for any ideal IB ⊂ J ⊂ B the canonical map

DB(J)⊗B B′ −→ DB′(JB′)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Set D = DB(J) and denote J̄ ⊂ D its divided power ideal with divided
power structure γ̄. The universal property of D produces a B-algebra map D →
DB′(JB′), whence a map as in the lemma. It suffices to show that the divided
powers γ̄ extend to D ⊗B B′ since then the universal property of DB′(JB′) will
produce a map DB′(JB′)→ D ⊗B B′ inverse to the one in the lemma.

Choose a surjection P → B′ where P is a polynomial algebra over B. In particular
B → P is flat, hence D → D⊗B P is flat by Algebra, Lemma 39.7. Then γ̄ extends
to D⊗B P by Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.2; we will denote this extension γ̄
also. Set a = Ker(P → B′) so that we have the short exact sequence

0→ a→ P → B′ → 0

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KE
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HD
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Thus TorB
1 (B′, B/IB) = 0 implies that a ∩ IP = Ia. Now we have the following

commutative diagram

B/J ⊗B a
β
// B/J ⊗B P // B/J ⊗B B′

D ⊗B a
α //

OO

D ⊗B P //

OO

D ⊗B B′

OO

J̄ ⊗B a //

OO

J̄ ⊗B P //

OO

J̄ ⊗B B′

OO

This diagram is exact even with 0’s added at the top and the right. We have to
show the divided powers on the ideal J̄ ⊗B P preserve the ideal Im(α) ∩ J̄ ⊗B P ,
see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.3. Consider the exact sequence

0→ a/Ia→ P/IP → B′/IB′ → 0
(which uses that a ∩ IP = Ia as seen above). As B′/IB′ is flat over B/IB this
sequence remains exact after applying B/J ⊗B/IB −, see Algebra, Lemma 39.12.
Hence

Ker(B/J ⊗B/IB a/Ia→ B/J ⊗B/IB P/IP ) = Ker(a/Ja→ P/JP )

is zero. Thus β is injective. It follows that Im(α) ∩ J̄ ⊗B P is the image of J̄ ⊗ a.
Now if f ∈ J̄ and a ∈ a, then γ̄n(f ⊗ a) = γ̄n(f)⊗ an hence the result is clear. □

The following lemma is a special case of [dJ95, Proposition 2.1.7] which in turn is
a generalization of [Ber74, Proposition 2.8.2].

Lemma 2.7.07HE Let (B, I, γ) → (B′, I ′, γ′) be a homomorphism of divided power
rings. Let I ⊂ J ⊂ B and I ′ ⊂ J ′ ⊂ B′ be ideals. Assume

(1) B/I → B′/I ′ is flat, and
(2) J ′ = JB′ + I ′.

Then the canonical map
DB,γ(J)⊗B B′ −→ DB′,γ′(J ′)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Set D = DB,γ(J). Choose elements ft ∈ J which generate J/I. Set
R = {(r0, rt) ∈ I⊕

⊕
t∈T B |

∑
rtft = r0 in B} as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. This

lemma shows that
D = B⟨xt⟩/K

where K is generated by the elements xt − ft and δn(
∑
rtxt − r0) for (r0, rt) ∈ R.

Thus we see that
(2.7.1)07HF D ⊗B B′ = B′⟨xt⟩/K ′

where K ′ is generated by the images in B′⟨xt⟩ of the generators of K listed above.
Let f ′

t ∈ B′ be the image of ft. By assumption (1) we see that the elements f ′
t ∈ J ′

generate J ′/I ′ and we see that xt − f ′
t ∈ K ′. Set

R′ = {(r′
0, r

′
t) ∈ I ′ ⊕

⊕
t∈T

B′ |
∑

r′
tf

′
t = r′

0 in B′}

To finish the proof we have to show that δ′
n(

∑
r′

txt − r′
0) ∈ K ′ for (r′

0, r
′
t) ∈ R′,

because then the presentation (2.7.1) of D⊗B B
′ is identical to the presentation of

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HE
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DB′,γ′(J ′) obtain in Lemma 2.4 from the generators f ′
t . Suppose that (r′

0, r
′
t) ∈ R′.

Then
∑
r′

tf
′
t = 0 in B′/I ′. As B/I → B′/I ′ is flat by assumption (1) we can apply

the equational criterion of flatness (Algebra, Lemma 39.11) to see that there exist
an m > 0 and rjt ∈ B and cj ∈ B′, j = 1, . . . ,m such that

rj0 =
∑

t
rjtft ∈ I for j = 1, . . . ,m

and

i′t = r′
t −

∑
j
cjrjt ∈ I ′ for all t

Note that this also implies that r′
0 =

∑
t i

′
tft +

∑
j cjrj0. Then we have

δ′
n(

∑
t
r′

txt − r′
0) = δ′

n(
∑

t
i′txt +

∑
t,j
cjrjtxt −

∑
t
i′tft −

∑
j
cjrj0)

= δ′
n(

∑
t
i′t(xt − ft) +

∑
j
cj(

∑
t
rjtxt − rj0))

Since δn(a+b) =
∑

m=0,...,n δm(a)δn−m(b) and since δm(
∑
i′t(xt−ft)) is in the ideal

generated by xt−ft ∈ K ′ for m > 0, it suffices to prove that δn(
∑
cj(

∑
rjtxt−rj0))

is in K ′. For this we use

δn(
∑

j
cj(

∑
t
rjtxt−rj0)) =

∑
cn1

1 . . . cnm
m δn1(

∑
r1txt−r10) . . . δnm

(
∑

rmtxt−rm0)

where the sum is over n1 + . . .+ nm = n. This proves what we want. □

3. Some explicit divided power thickenings

07HG The constructions in this section will help us to define the connection on a crystal
in modules on the crystalline site.

Lemma 3.1.07HH Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let M be an A-module. Let
B = A⊕M as an A-algebra where M is an ideal of square zero and set J = I⊕M .
Set

δn(x+ z) = γn(x) + γn−1(x)z

for x ∈ I and z ∈ M . Then δ is a divided power structure and A → B is a
homomorphism of divided power rings from (A, I, γ) to (B, J, δ).

Proof. We have to check conditions (1) – (5) of Divided Power Algebra, Definition
2.1. We will prove this directly for this case, but please see the proof of the next
lemma for a method which avoids calculations. Conditions (1) and (3) are clear.
Condition (2) follows from

δn(x+ z)δm(x+ z) = (γn(x) + γn−1(x)z)(γm(x) + γm−1(x)z)
= γn(x)γm(x) + γn(x)γm−1(x)z + γn−1(x)γm(x)z

= (n+m)!
n!m! γn+m(x) +

(
(n+m− 1)!
n!(m− 1)! + (n+m− 1)!

(n− 1)!m!

)
γn+m−1(x)z

= (n+m)!
n!m! δn+m(x+ z)

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HH
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Condition (5) follows from
δn(δm(x+ z)) = δn(γm(x) + γm−1(x)z)

= γn(γm(x)) + γn−1(γm(x))γm−1(x)z

= (nm)!
n!(m!)n

γnm(x) + ((n− 1)m)!
(n− 1)!(m!)n−1 γ(n−1)m(x)γm−1(x)z

= (nm)!
n!(m!)n

(γnm(x) + γnm−1(x)z)

by elementary number theory. To prove (4) we have to see that
δn(x+ x′ + z + z′) = γn(x+ x′) + γn−1(x+ x′)(z + z′)

is equal to ∑n

i=0
(γi(x) + γi−1(x)z)(γn−i(x′) + γn−i−1(x′)z′)

This follows easily on collecting the coefficients of 1, z, and z′ and using condition
(4) for γ. □

Lemma 3.2.07HI Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let M , N be A-modules. Let
q : M ×M → N be an A-bilinear map. Let B = A⊕M ⊕N as an A-algebra with
multiplication

(x, z, w) · (x′, z′, w′) = (xx′, xz′ + x′z, xw′ + x′w + q(z, z′) + q(z′, z))
and set J = I ⊕M ⊕N . Set

δn(x, z, w) = (γn(x), γn−1(x)z, γn−1(x)w + γn−2(x)q(z, z))
for (x, z, w) ∈ J . Then δ is a divided power structure and A → B is a homomor-
phism of divided power rings from (A, I, γ) to (B, J, δ).

Proof. Suppose we want to prove that property (4) of Divided Power Algebra,
Definition 2.1 is satisfied. Pick (x, z, w) and (x′, z′, w′) in J . Pick a map

A0 = Z⟨s, s′⟩ −→ A, s 7−→ x, s′ 7−→ x′

which is possible by the universal property of divided power polynomial rings. Set
M0 = A0 ⊕ A0 and N0 = A0 ⊕ A0 ⊕M0 ⊗A0 M0. Let q0 : M0 ×M0 → N0 be the
obvious map. Define M0 →M as the A0-linear map which sends the basis vectors
of M0 to z and z′. Define N0 → N as the A0 linear map which sends the first two
basis vectors of N0 to w and w′ and uses M0⊗A0 M0 →M ⊗A M

q−→ N on the last
summand. Then we see that it suffices to prove the identity (4) for the situation
(A0,M0, N0, q0). Similarly for the other identities. This reduces us to the case of a
Z-torsion free ring A and A-torsion free modules. In this case all we have to do is
show that

n!δn(x, z, w) = (x, z, w)n

in the ring A, see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 2.2. To see this note that
(x, z, w)2 = (x2, 2xz, 2xw + 2q(z, z))

and by induction
(x, z, w)n = (xn, nxn−1z, nxn−1w + n(n− 1)xn−2q(z, z))

On the other hand,
n!δn(x, z, w) = (n!γn(x), n!γn−1(x)z, n!γn−1(x)w + n!γn−2(x)q(z, z))

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HI
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which matches. This finishes the proof. □

4. Compatibility

07HJ This section isn’t required reading; it explains how our discussion fits with that of
[Ber74]. Consider the following technical notion.

Definition 4.1.07HK Let (A, I, γ) and (B, J, δ) be divided power rings. Let A→ B be
a ring map. We say δ is compatible with γ if there exists a divided power structure
γ̄ on J + IB such that

(A, I, γ)→ (B, J + IB, γ̄) and (B, J, δ)→ (B, J + IB, γ̄)

are homomorphisms of divided power rings.

Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let A → C be a
ring map with p nilpotent in C. Assume that γ extends to IC (see Divided Power
Algebra, Lemma 4.2). In this situation, the (big affine) crystalline site of Spec(C)
over Spec(A) as defined in [Ber74] is the opposite of the category of systems

(B, J, δ, A→ B,C → B/J)

where
(1) (B, J, δ) is a divided power ring with p nilpotent in B,
(2) δ is compatible with γ, and
(3) the diagram

B // B/J

A

OO

// C

OO

is commutative.
The conditions “γ extends to C and δ compatible with γ” are used in [Ber74] to
ensure that the crystalline cohomology of Spec(C) is the same as the crystalline
cohomology of Spec(C/IC). We will avoid this issue by working exclusively with C
such that IC = 01. In this case, for a system (B, J, δ, A→ B,C → B/J) as above,
the commutativity of the displayed diagram above implies IB ⊂ J and compatibil-
ity is equivalent to the condition that (A, I, γ) → (B, J, δ) is a homomorphism of
divided power rings.

5. Affine crystalline site

07HL In this section we discuss the algebraic variant of the crystalline site. Our basic
situation in which we discuss this material will be as follows.

Situation 5.1.07MD Here p is a prime number, (A, I, γ) is a divided power ring such
that A is a Z(p)-algebra, and A→ C is a ring map such that IC = 0 and such that
p is nilpotent in C.

Usually the prime number p will be contained in the divided power ideal I.

Definition 5.2.07HM In Situation 5.1.

1Of course there will be a price to pay.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HK
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MD
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HM
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(1) A divided power thickening of C over (A, I, γ) is a homomorphism of divided
power algebras (A, I, γ)→ (B, J, δ) such that p is nilpotent in B and a ring
map C → B/J such that

B // B/J

C

OO

A

OO

// A/I

OO

is commutative.
(2) A homomorphism of divided power thickenings

(B, J, δ, C → B/J) −→ (B′, J ′, δ′, C → B′/J ′)

is a homomorphism φ : B → B′ of divided power A-algebras such that
C → B/J → B′/J ′ is the given map C → B′/J ′.

(3) We denote CRIS(C/A, I, γ) or simply CRIS(C/A) the category of divided
power thickenings of C over (A, I, γ).

(4) We denote Cris(C/A, I, γ) or simply Cris(C/A) the full subcategory con-
sisting of (B, J, δ, C → B/J) such that C → B/J is an isomorphism. We
often denote such an object (B → C, δ) with J = Ker(B → C) being
understood.

Note that for a divided power thickening (B, J, δ) as above the ideal J is locally
nilpotent, see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 2.6. There is a canonical functor

(5.2.1)07KF CRIS(C/A) −→ C-algebras, (B, J, δ) 7−→ B/J

This category does not have equalizers or fibre products in general. It also doesn’t
have an initial object (= empty colimit) in general.

Lemma 5.3.07HN In Situation 5.1.

(1) CRIS(C/A) has finite products (but not infinite ones),
(2) CRIS(C/A) has all finite nonempty colimits and (5.2.1) commutes with

these, and
(3) Cris(C/A) has all finite nonempty colimits and Cris(C/A) → CRIS(C/A)

commutes with them.

Proof. The empty product, i.e., the final object in the category of divided power
thickenings of C over (A, I, γ), is the zero ring viewed as an A-algebra endowed with
the zero ideal and the unique divided powers on the zero ideal and finally endowed
with the unique homomorphism of C to the zero ring. If (Bt, Jt, δt)t∈T is a family
of objects of CRIS(C/A) then we can form the product (

∏
t Bt,

∏
t Jt,

∏
t δt) as in

Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 3.2. The map C →
∏
Bt/

∏
Jt =

∏
Bt/Jt is clear.

However, we are only guaranteed that p is nilpotent in
∏

t Bt if T is finite.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HN
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Given two objects (B, J, γ) and (B′, J ′, γ′) of CRIS(C/A) we can form a cocartesian
diagram

(B, J, δ) // (B′′, J ′′, δ′′)

(A, I, γ) //

OO

(B′, J ′, δ′)

OO

in the category of divided power rings. Then we see that we have
B′′/J ′′ = B/J ⊗A/I B

′/J ′ ←− C ⊗A/I C

see Divided Power Algebra, Remark 3.5. Denote J ′′ ⊂ K ⊂ B′′ the ideal such that

B′′/J ′′ // B′′/K

C ⊗A/I C //

OO

C

OO

is a pushout, i.e., B′′/K ∼= B/J ⊗C B
′/J ′. Let DB′′(K) = (D, K̄, δ̄) be the divided

power envelope of K in B′′ relative to (B′′, J ′′, δ′′). Then it is easily verified that
(D, K̄, δ̄) is a coproduct of (B, J, δ) and (B′, J ′, δ′) in CRIS(C/A).
Next, we come to coequalizers. Let α, β : (B, J, δ) → (B′, J ′, δ′) be morphisms of
CRIS(C/A). Consider B′′ = B′/(α(b) − β(b)). Let J ′′ ⊂ B′′ be the image of J ′.
Let DB′′(J ′′) = (D, J̄, δ̄) be the divided power envelope of J ′′ in B′′ relative to
(B′, J ′, δ′). Then it is easily verified that (D, J̄, δ̄) is the coequalizer of (B, J, δ) and
(B′, J ′, δ′) in CRIS(C/A).
By Categories, Lemma 18.6 we have all finite nonempty colimits in CRIS(C/A).
The constructions above shows that (5.2.1) commutes with them. This formally
implies part (3) as Cris(C/A) is the fibre category of (5.2.1) over C. □

Remark 5.4.07KH In Situation 5.1 we denote Cris∧(C/A) the category whose objects
are pairs (B → C, δ) such that

(1) B is a p-adically complete A-algebra,
(2) B → C is a surjection of A-algebras,
(3) δ is a divided power structure on Ker(B → C),
(4) A→ B is a homomorphism of divided power rings.

Morphisms are defined as in Definition 5.2. Then Cris(C/A) ⊂ Cris∧(C/A) is the
full subcategory consisting of those B such that p is nilpotent in B. Conversely,
any object (B → C, δ) of Cris∧(C/A) is equal to the limit

(B → C, δ) = lime(B/peB → C, δ)
where for e ≫ 0 the object (B/peB → C, δ) lies in Cris(C/A), see Divided Power
Algebra, Lemma 4.5. In particular, we see that Cris∧(C/A) is a full subcategory of
the category of pro-objects of Cris(C/A), see Categories, Remark 22.5.

Lemma 5.5.07KG In Situation 5.1. Let P → C be a surjection of A-algebras with
kernel J . Write DP,γ(J) = (D, J̄, γ̄). Let (D∧, J∧, γ̄∧) be the p-adic completion of
D, see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.5. For every e ≥ 1 set Pe = P/peP and
Je ⊂ Pe the image of J and write DPe,γ(Je) = (De, J̄e, γ̄). Then for all e large
enough we have

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KH
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KG
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(1) peD ⊂ J̄ and peD∧ ⊂ J̄∧ are preserved by divided powers,
(2) D∧/peD∧ = D/peD = De as divided power rings,
(3) (De, J̄e, γ̄) is an object of Cris(C/A),
(4) (D∧, J̄∧, γ̄∧) is equal to lime(De, J̄e, γ̄), and
(5) (D∧, J̄∧, γ̄∧) is an object of Cris∧(C/A).

Proof. Part (1) follows from Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.5. It is a general
property of p-adic completion that D/peD = D∧/peD∧. Since D/peD is a divided
power ring and since P → D/peD factors through Pe, the universal property of De

produces a map De → D/peD. Conversely, the universal property of D produces
a map D → De which factors through D/peD. We omit the verification that these
maps are mutually inverse. This proves (2). If e is large enough, then peC = 0,
hence we see (3) holds. Part (4) follows from Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.5.
Part (5) is clear from the definitions. □

Lemma 5.6.07HP In Situation 5.1. Let P be a polynomial algebra over A and let
P → C be a surjection of A-algebras with kernel J . With (De, J̄e, γ̄) as in Lemma
5.5: for every object (B, JB , δ) of CRIS(C/A) there exists an e and a morphism
De → B of CRIS(C/A).

Proof. We can find an A-algebra homomorphism P → B lifting the map C →
B/JB . By our definition of CRIS(C/A) we see that peB = 0 for some e hence
P → B factors as P → Pe → B. By the universal property of the divided power
envelope we conclude that Pe → B factors through De. □

Lemma 5.7.07KI In Situation 5.1. Let P be a polynomial algebra over A and let
P → C be a surjection of A-algebras with kernel J . Let (D, J̄, γ̄) be the p-adic
completion of DP,γ(J). For every object (B → C, δ) of Cris∧(C/A) there exists a
morphism D → B of Cris∧(C/A).

Proof. We can find an A-algebra homomorphism P → B compatible with maps to
C. By our definition of Cris(C/A) we see that P → B factors as P → DP,γ(J)→ B.
As B is p-adically complete we can factor this map through D. □

6. Module of differentials

07HQ In this section we develop a theory of modules of differentials for divided power
rings.

Definition 6.1.07HR Let A be a ring. Let (B, J, δ) be a divided power ring. Let A→ B
be a ring map. Let M be an B-module. A divided power A-derivation into M is
a map θ : B → M which is additive, annihilates the elements of A, satisfies the
Leibniz rule θ(bb′) = bθ(b′) + b′θ(b) and satisfies

θ(δn(x)) = δn−1(x)θ(x)
for all n ≥ 1 and all x ∈ J .

In the situation of the definition, just as in the case of usual derivations, there exists
a universal divided power A-derivation

dB/A,δ : B → ΩB/A,δ

such that any divided power A-derivation θ : B → M is equal to θ = ξ ◦ dB/A,δ

for some unique B-linear map ξ : ΩB/A,δ → M . If (A, I, γ) → (B, J, δ) is a

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HP
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KI
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HR
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homomorphism of divided power rings, then we can forget the divided powers on
A and consider the divided power derivations of B over A. Here are some basic
properties of the universal module of (divided power) differentials.

Lemma 6.2.07HS Let A be a ring. Let (B, J, δ) be a divided power ring and A→ B a
ring map.

(1) Consider B[x] with divided power ideal (JB[x], δ′) where δ′ is the extension
of δ to B[x]. Then

ΩB[x]/A,δ′ = ΩB/A,δ ⊗B B[x]⊕B[x]dx.
(2) Consider B⟨x⟩ with divided power ideal (JB⟨x⟩+B⟨x⟩+, δ′). Then

ΩB⟨x⟩/A,δ′ = ΩB/A,δ ⊗B B⟨x⟩ ⊕B⟨x⟩dx.
(3) Let K ⊂ J be an ideal preserved by δn for all n > 0. Set B′ = B/K and

denote δ′ the induced divided power on J/K. Then ΩB′/A,δ′ is the quotient
of ΩB/A,δ ⊗B B′ by the B′-submodule generated by dk for k ∈ K.

Proof. These are proved directly from the construction of ΩB/A,δ as the free B-
module on the elements db modulo the relations

(1) d(b+ b′) = db+ db′, b, b′ ∈ B,
(2) da = 0, a ∈ A,
(3) d(bb′) = bdb′ + b′db, b, b′ ∈ B,
(4) dδn(f) = δn−1(f)df , f ∈ J , n > 1.

Note that the last relation explains why we get “the same” answer for the divided
power polynomial algebra and the usual polynomial algebra: in the first case x is
an element of the divided power ideal and hence dx[n] = x[n−1]dx. □

Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. In this setting the correct version of the
powers of I is given by the divided powers

I [n] = ideal generated by γe1(x1) . . . γet(xt) with
∑

ej ≥ n and xj ∈ I.

Of course we have In ⊂ I [n]. Note that I [1] = I. Sometimes we also set I [0] = A.

Lemma 6.3.07HT Let (A, I, γ)→ (B, J, δ) be a homomorphism of divided power rings.
Let (B(1), J(1), δ(1)) be the coproduct of (B, J, δ) with itself over (A, I, γ), i.e., such
that

(B, J, δ) // (B(1), J(1), δ(1))

(A, I, γ) //

OO

(B, J, δ)

OO

is cocartesian. Denote K = Ker(B(1) → B). Then K ∩ J(1) ⊂ J(1) is preserved
by the divided power structure and

ΩB/A,δ = K/
(
K2 + (K ∩ J(1))[2]

)
canonically.

Proof. The fact that K ∩ J(1) ⊂ J(1) is preserved by the divided power structure
follows from the fact that B(1)→ B is a homomorphism of divided power rings.
Recall that K/K2 has a canonical B-module structure. Denote s0, s1 : B → B(1)
the two coprojections and consider the map d : B → K/K2 + (K ∩ J(1))[2] given

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HS
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HT
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by b 7→ s1(b) − s0(b). It is clear that d is additive, annihilates A, and satisfies the
Leibniz rule. We claim that d is a divided power A-derivation. Let x ∈ J . Set
y = s1(x) and z = s0(x). Denote δ the divided power structure on J(1). We have
to show that δn(y)− δn(z) = δn−1(y)(y − z) modulo K2 + (K ∩ J(1))[2] for n ≥ 1.
The equality holds for n = 1. Assume n > 1. Note that δi(y−z) lies in (K∩J(1))[2]

for i > 1. Calculating modulo K2 + (K ∩ J(1))[2] we have

δn(z) = δn(z − y + y) =
∑n

i=0
δi(z − y)δn−i(y) = δn−1(y)δ1(z − y) + δn(y)

This proves the desired equality.

Let M be a B-module. Let θ : B → M be a divided power A-derivation. Set
D = B ⊕M where M is an ideal of square zero. Define a divided power structure
on J ⊕M ⊂ D by setting δn(x + m) = δn(x) + δn−1(x)m for n > 1, see Lemma
3.1. There are two divided power algebra homomorphisms B → D: the first is
given by the inclusion and the second by the map b 7→ b + θ(b). Hence we get a
canonical homomorphism B(1)→ D of divided power algebras over (A, I, γ). This
induces a map K →M which annihilates K2 (as M is an ideal of square zero) and
(K∩J(1))[2] as M [2] = 0. The composition B → K/K2 +(K∩J(1))[2] →M equals
θ by construction. It follows that d is a universal divided power A-derivation and
we win. □

Remark 6.4.07HU Let A→ B be a ring map and let (J, δ) be a divided power structure
on B. The universal module ΩB/A,δ comes with a little bit of extra structure,
namely the B-submodule N of ΩB/A,δ generated by dB/A,δ(J). In terms of the
isomorphism given in Lemma 6.3 this corresponds to the image of K ∩ J(1) in
ΩB/A,δ. Consider the A-algebra D = B⊕Ω1

B/A,δ with ideal J̄ = J ⊕N and divided
powers δ̄ as in the proof of the lemma. Then (D, J̄, δ̄) is a divided power ring and
the two maps B → D given by b 7→ b and b 7→ b + dB/A,δ(b) are homomorphisms
of divided power rings over A. Moreover, N is the smallest submodule of ΩB/A,δ

such that this is true.

Lemma 6.5.07HV In Situation 5.1. Let (B, J, δ) be an object of CRIS(C/A). Let
(B(1), J(1), δ(1)) be the coproduct of (B, J, δ) with itself in CRIS(C/A). Denote
K = Ker(B(1) → B). Then K ∩ J(1) ⊂ J(1) is preserved by the divided power
structure and

ΩB/A,δ = K/
(
K2 + (K ∩ J(1))[2]

)
canonically.

Proof. Word for word the same as the proof of Lemma 6.3. The only point that
has to be checked is that the divided power ring D = B ⊕ M is an object of
CRIS(C/A) and that the two maps B → C are morphisms of CRIS(C/A). Since
D/(J ⊕M) = B/J we can use C → B/J to view D as an object of CRIS(C/A)
and the statement on morphisms is clear from the construction. □

Lemma 6.6.07HW Let (A, I, γ) be a divided power ring. Let A→ B be a ring map and
let IB ⊂ J ⊂ B be an ideal. Let DB,γ(J) = (D, J̄, γ̄) be the divided power envelope.
Then we have

ΩD/A,γ̄ = ΩB/A ⊗B D

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HU
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HV
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HW
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First proof. Let M be a D-module. We claim that an A-derivation ϑ : B → M
is the same thing as a divided power A-derivation θ : D → M . The claim implies
the statement by the Yoneda lemma.
Consider the square zero thickening D⊕M of D. There is a divided power structure
δ on J̄⊕M if we set the higher divided power operations zero on M . In other words,
we set δn(x+m) = γ̄n(x) + γ̄n−1(x)m for any x ∈ J̄ and m ∈ M , see Lemma 3.1.
Consider the A-algebra map B → D ⊕M whose first component is given by the
map B → D and whose second component is ϑ. By the universal property we get a
corresponding homomorphism D → D⊕M of divided power algebras whose second
component is the divided power A-derivation θ corresponding to ϑ. □

Second proof. We will prove this first when B is flat over A. In this case γ
extends to a divided power structure γ′ on IB, see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma
4.2. Hence D = DB,γ′(J) is equal to a quotient of the divided power ring (D′, J ′, δ)
whereD′ = B⟨xt⟩ and J ′ = IB⟨xt⟩+B⟨xt⟩+ by the elements xt−ft and δn(

∑
rtxt−

r0), see Lemma 2.4 for notation and explanation. Write d : D′ → ΩD′/A,δ for the
universal derivation. Note that

ΩD′/A,δ = ΩB/A ⊗B D′ ⊕
⊕

D′dxt,

see Lemma 6.2. We conclude that ΩD/A,γ̄ is the quotient of ΩD′/A,δ ⊗D′ D by the
submodule generated by d applied to the generators of the kernel of D′ → D listed
above, see Lemma 6.2. Since d(xt−ft) = −dft +dxt we see that we have dxt = dft

in the quotient. In particular we see that ΩB/A ⊗B D → ΩD/A,γ is surjective with
kernel given by the images of d applied to the elements δn(

∑
rtxt − r0). However,

given a relation
∑
rtft − r0 = 0 in B with rt ∈ B and r0 ∈ IB we see that

dδn(
∑

rtxt − r0) = δn−1(
∑

rtxt − r0)d(
∑

rtxt − r0)

= δn−1(
∑

rtxt − r0)
(∑

rtd(xt − ft) +
∑

(xt − ft)drt

)
because

∑
rtft− r0 = 0 in B. Hence this is already zero in ΩB/A⊗AD and we win

in the case that B is flat over A.
In the general case we write B as a quotient of a polynomial ring P → B and let
J ′ ⊂ P be the inverse image of J . Then D = D′/K ′ with notation as in Lemma
2.3. By the case handled in the first paragraph of the proof we have ΩD′/A,γ̄′ =
ΩP/A⊗PD

′. Then ΩD/A,γ̄ is the quotient of ΩP/A⊗PD by the submodule generated
by dγ̄′

n(k) where k is an element of the kernel of P → B, see Lemma 6.2 and the
description of K ′ from Lemma 2.3. Since dγ̄′

n(k) = γ̄′
n−1(k)dk we see again that it

suffices to divided by the submodule generated by dk with k ∈ Ker(P → B) and
since ΩB/A is the quotient of ΩP/A⊗AB by these elements (Algebra, Lemma 131.9)
we win. □

Remark 6.7.07HZ Let A→ B be a ring map and let (J, δ) be a divided power structure
on B. Set Ωi

B/A,δ = ∧i
BΩB/A,δ where ΩB/A,δ is the target of the universal divided

power A-derivation d = dB/A : B → ΩB/A,δ. Note that ΩB/A,δ is the quotient
of ΩB/A by the B-submodule generated by the elements dδn(x) − δn−1(x)dx for
x ∈ J . We claim Algebra, Lemma 132.1 applies. To see this it suffices to verify the
elements dδn(x)−δn−1(x)dx of ΩB are mapped to zero in Ω2

B/A,δ. We observe that

d(δn−1(x)) ∧ dx = δn−2(x)dx ∧ dx = 0

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07HZ
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in Ω2
B/A,δ as desired. Hence we obtain a divided power de Rham complex

Ω0
B/A,δ → Ω1

B/A,δ → Ω2
B/A,δ → . . .

which will play an important role in the sequel.

Remark 6.8.07I0 Let A→ B be a ring map. Let ΩB/A → Ω be a quotient satisfying
the assumptions of Algebra, Lemma 132.1. Let M be a B-module. A connection is
an additive map

∇ : M −→M ⊗B Ω
such that ∇(bm) = b∇(m) + m ⊗ db for b ∈ B and m ∈ M . In this situation we
can define maps

∇ : M ⊗B Ωi −→M ⊗B Ωi+1

by the rule ∇(m⊗ ω) = ∇(m) ∧ ω +m⊗ dω. This works because if b ∈ B, then
∇(bm⊗ ω)−∇(m⊗ bω) = ∇(bm) ∧ ω + bm⊗ dω −∇(m) ∧ bω −m⊗ d(bω)

= b∇(m) ∧ ω +m⊗ db ∧ ω + bm⊗ dω
− b∇(m) ∧ ω − bm⊗ d(ω)−m⊗ db ∧ ω = 0

As is customary we say the connection is integrable if and only if the composition

M
∇−→M ⊗B Ω1 ∇−→M ⊗B Ω2

is zero. In this case we obtain a complex

M
∇−→M ⊗B Ω1 ∇−→M ⊗B Ω2 ∇−→M ⊗B Ω3 ∇−→M ⊗B Ω4 → . . .

which is called the de Rham complex of the connection.

Remark 6.9.07KJ Consider a commutative diagram of rings

B
φ
// B′

A

OO

// A′

OO

Let ΩB/A → Ω and ΩB′/A′ → Ω′ be quotients satisfying the assumptions of Algebra,
Lemma 132.1. Assume there is a map φ : Ω → Ω′ which fits into a commutative
diagram

ΩB/A
//

��

ΩB′/A′

��
Ω φ // Ω′

where the top horizontal arrow is the canonical map ΩB/A → ΩB′/A′ induced by
φ : B → B′. In this situation, given any pair (M,∇) where M is a B-module and
∇ : M →M ⊗B Ω is a connection we obtain a base change (M ⊗B B′,∇′) where

∇′ : M ⊗B B′ −→ (M ⊗B B′)⊗B′ Ω′ = M ⊗B Ω′

is defined by the rule

∇′(m⊗ b′) =
∑

mi ⊗ b′dφ(bi) +m⊗ db′

if ∇(m) =
∑
mi ⊗ dbi. If ∇ is integrable, then so is ∇′, and in this case there is a

canonical map of de Rham complexes (Remark 6.8)
(6.9.1)07PY M ⊗B Ω• −→ (M ⊗B B′)⊗B′ (Ω′)• = M ⊗B (Ω′)•

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07I0
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KJ
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which maps m⊗ η to m⊗ φ(η).

Lemma 6.10.07KK Let A→ B be a ring map and let (J, δ) be a divided power structure
on B. Let p be a prime number. Assume that A is a Z(p)-algebra and that p is
nilpotent in B/J . Then we have

lime ΩBe/A,δ̄ = lime ΩB/A,δ/p
eΩB/A,δ = lime ΩB∧/A,δ∧/peΩB∧/A,δ∧

see proof for notation and explanation.

Proof. By Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.5 we see that δ extends to Be =
B/peB for all sufficiently large e. Hence the first limit make sense. The lemma also
produces a divided power structure δ∧ on the completion B∧ = lime Be, hence the
last limit makes sense. By Lemma 6.2 and the fact that dpe = 0 (always) we see
that the surjection ΩB/A,δ → ΩBe/A,δ̄ has kernel peΩB/A,δ. Similarly for the kernel
of ΩB∧/A,δ∧ → ΩBe/A,δ̄. Hence the lemma is clear. □

7. Divided power schemes

07I1 Some remarks on how to globalize the previous notions.

Definition 7.1.07I2 Let C be a site. Let O be a sheaf of rings on C. Let I ⊂ O be a
sheaf of ideals. A divided power structure γ on I is a sequence of maps γn : I → I,
n ≥ 1 such that for any object U of C the triple

(O(U), I(U), γ)
is a divided power ring.

To be sure this applies in particular to sheaves of rings on topological spaces. But
it’s good to be a little bit more general as the structure sheaf of the crystalline
site lives on a... site! A triple (C, I, γ) as in the definition above is sometimes
called a divided power topos in this chapter. Given a second (C′, I ′, γ′) and given
a morphism of ringed topoi (f, f ♯) : (Sh(C),O) → (Sh(C′),O′) we say that (f, f ♯)
induces a morphism of divided power topoi if f ♯(f−1I ′) ⊂ I and the diagrams

f−1I ′

f−1γ′
n

��

f♯

// I

γn

��
f−1I ′ f♯

// I

are commutative for all n ≥ 1. If f comes from a morphism of sites induced by a
functor u : C′ → C then this just means that

(O′(U ′), I ′(U ′), γ′) −→ (O(u(U ′)), I(u(U ′)), γ)
is a homomorphism of divided power rings for all U ′ ∈ Ob(C′).
In the case of schemes we require the divided power ideal to be quasi-coherent.
But apart from this the definition is exactly the same as in the case of topoi. Here
it is.

Definition 7.2.07I3 A divided power scheme is a triple (S, I, γ) where S is a scheme,
I is a quasi-coherent sheaf of ideals, and γ is a divided power structure on I. A
morphism of divided power schemes (S, I, γ)→ (S′, I ′, γ′) is a morphism of schemes
f : S → S′ such that f−1I ′OS ⊂ I and such that

(OS′(U ′), I ′(U ′), γ′) −→ (OS(f−1U ′), I(f−1U ′), γ)

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KK
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07I2
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07I3
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is a homomorphism of divided power rings for all U ′ ⊂ S′ open.

Recall that there is a 1-to-1 correspondence between quasi-coherent sheaves of ideals
and closed immersions, see Morphisms, Section 2. Thus given a divided power
scheme (T,J , γ) we get a canonical closed immersion U → T defined by J . Con-
versely, given a closed immersion U → T and a divided power structure γ on the
sheaf of ideals J associated to U → T we obtain a divided power scheme (T,J , γ).
In many situations we only want to consider such triples (U, T, γ) when the mor-
phism U → T is a thickening, see More on Morphisms, Definition 2.1.

Definition 7.3.07I4 A triple (U, T, γ) as above is called a divided power thickening if
U → T is a thickening.

Fibre products of divided power schemes exist when one of the three is a divided
power thickening. Here is a formal statement.

Lemma 7.4.07ME Let (U ′, T ′, δ′) → (S′
0, S

′, γ′) and (S0, S, γ) → (S′
0, S

′, γ′) be mor-
phisms of divided power schemes. If (U ′, T ′, δ′) is a divided power thickening, then
there exists a divided power scheme (T0, T, δ) and

T //

��

T ′

��
S // S′

which is a cartesian diagram in the category of divided power schemes.

Proof. Omitted. Hints: If T exists, then T0 = S0 ×S′
0
U ′ (argue as in Divided

Power Algebra, Remark 3.5). Since T ′ is a divided power thickening, we see that
T (if it exists) will be a divided power thickening too. Hence we can define T as
the scheme with underlying topological space the underlying topological space of
T0 = S0 ×S′

0
U ′ and as structure sheaf on affine pieces the ring given by Lemma

5.3. □

We make the following observation. Suppose that (U, T, γ) is triple as above. As-
sume that T is a scheme over Z(p) and that p is locally nilpotent on U . Then

(1) p locally nilpotent on T ⇔ U → T is a thickening (see Divided Power
Algebra, Lemma 2.6), and

(2) peOT is locally on T preserved by γ for e≫ 0 (see Divided Power Algebra,
Lemma 4.5).

This suggest that good results on divided power thickenings will be available under
the following hypotheses.

Situation 7.5.07MF Here p is a prime number and (S, I, γ) is a divided power scheme
over Z(p). We set S0 = V (I) ⊂ S. Finally, X → S0 is a morphism of schemes such
that p is locally nilpotent on X.

It is in this situation that we will define the big and small crystalline sites.

8. The big crystalline site

07I5 We first define the big site. Given a divided power scheme (S, I, γ) we say (T,J , δ)
is a divided power scheme over (S, I, γ) if T comes endowed with a morphism T → S
of divided power schemes. Similarly, we say a divided power thickening (U, T, δ)

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07I4
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07ME
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MF
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is a divided power thickening over (S, I, γ) if T comes endowed with a morphism
T → S of divided power schemes.

Definition 8.1.07I6 In Situation 7.5.
(1) A divided power thickening of X relative to (S, I, γ) is given by a divided

power thickening (U, T, δ) over (S, I, γ) and an S-morphism U → X.
(2) A morphism of divided power thickenings of X relative to (S, I, γ) is defined

in the obvious manner.
The category of divided power thickenings of X relative to (S, I, γ) is denoted
CRIS(X/S, I, γ) or simply CRIS(X/S).

For any (U, T, δ) in CRIS(X/S) we have that p is locally nilpotent on T , see dis-
cussion preceding Situation 7.5. A good way to visualize all the data associated to
(U, T, δ) is the commutative diagram

T

��

Uoo

��
X

��
S S0oo

where S0 = V (I) ⊂ S. Morphisms of CRIS(X/S) can be similarly visualized as
huge commutative diagrams. In particular, there is a canonical forgetful functor

(8.1.1)07I7 CRIS(X/S) −→ Sch/X, (U, T, δ) 7−→ U

as well as its one sided inverse (and left adjoint)

(8.1.2)07I8 Sch/X −→ CRIS(X/S), U 7−→ (U,U, ∅)

which is sometimes useful.

Lemma 8.2.07I9 In Situation 7.5. The category CRIS(X/S) has all finite nonempty
limits, in particular products of pairs and fibre products. The functor (8.1.1) com-
mutes with limits.

Proof. Omitted. Hint: See Lemma 5.3 for the affine case. See also Divided Power
Algebra, Remark 3.5. □

Lemma 8.3.07IA In Situation 7.5. Let

(U3, T3, δ3)

��

// (U2, T2, δ2)

��
(U1, T1, δ1) // (U, T, δ)

be a fibre square in the category of divided power thickenings of X relative to
(S, I, γ). If T2 → T is flat and U2 = T2 ×T U , then T3 = T1 ×T T2 (as schemes).

Proof. This is true because a divided power structure extends uniquely along a
flat ring map. See Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.2. □

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07I6
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07I9
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IA
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The lemma above means that the base change of a flat morphism of divided power
thickenings is another flat morphism, and in fact is the “usual” base change of the
morphism. This implies that the following definition makes sense.

Definition 8.4.07IB In Situation 7.5.
(1) A family of morphisms {(Ui, Ti, δi) → (U, T, δ)} of divided power thicken-

ings of X/S is a Zariski, étale, smooth, syntomic, or fppf covering if and
only if
(a) Ui = U ×T Ti for all i and
(b) {Ti → T} is a Zariski, étale, smooth, syntomic, or fppf covering.

(2) The big crystalline site of X over (S, I, γ), is the category CRIS(X/S)
endowed with the Zariski topology.

(3) The topos of sheaves on CRIS(X/S) is denoted (X/S)CRIS or sometimes
(X/S, I, γ)CRIS

2.

There are some obvious functorialities concerning these topoi.

Remark 8.5 (Functoriality).07IC Let p be a prime number. Let (S, I, γ)→ (S′, I ′, γ′)
be a morphism of divided power schemes over Z(p). Set S0 = V (I) and S′

0 = V (I ′).
Let

X
f
//

��

Y

��
S0 // S′

0

be a commutative diagram of morphisms of schemes and assume p is locally nilpo-
tent on X and Y . Then we get a continuous and cocontinuous functor

CRIS(X/S) −→ CRIS(Y/S′)

by letting (U, T, δ) correspond to (U, T, δ) with U → X → Y as the S′-morphism
from U to Y . Hence we get a morphism of topoi

fCRIS : (X/S)CRIS −→ (Y/S′)CRIS

see Sites, Section 21.

Remark 8.6 (Comparison with Zariski site).07ID In Situation 7.5. The functor (8.1.1)
is cocontinuous (details omitted) and commutes with products and fibred products
(Lemma 8.2). Hence we obtain a morphism of topoi

UX/S : (X/S)CRIS −→ Sh((Sch/X)Zar)

from the big crystalline topos of X/S to the big Zariski topos of X. See Sites,
Section 21.

Remark 8.7 (Structure morphism).07IE In Situation 7.5. Consider the closed sub-
scheme S0 = V (I) ⊂ S. If we assume that p is locally nilpotent on S0 (which is
always the case in practice) then we obtain a situation as in Definition 8.1 with S0
instead of X. Hence we get a site CRIS(S0/S). If f : X → S0 is the structure

2This clashes with our convention to denote the topos associated to a site C by Sh(C).

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IB
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IC
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07ID
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IE
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morphism of X over S, then we get a commutative diagram of morphisms of ringed
topoi

(X/S)CRIS
fCRIS

//

UX/S

��

(S0/S)CRIS

US0/S

��
Sh((Sch/X)Zar)

fbig // Sh((Sch/S0)Zar)

))
Sh((Sch/S)Zar)

by Remark 8.5. We think of the composition (X/S)CRIS → Sh((Sch/S)Zar) as the
structure morphism of the big crystalline site. Even if p is not locally nilpotent on
S0 the structure morphism

(X/S)CRIS −→ Sh((Sch/S)Zar)
is defined as we can take the lower route through the diagram above. Thus it is
the morphism of topoi corresponding to the cocontinuous functor CRIS(X/S) →
(Sch/S)Zar given by the rule (U, T, δ)/S 7→ U/S, see Sites, Section 21.

Remark 8.8 (Compatibilities).07MG The morphisms defined above satisfy numerous
compatibilities. For example, in the situation of Remark 8.5 we obtain a commu-
tative diagram of ringed topoi

(X/S)CRIS

��

// (Y/S′)CRIS

��
Sh((Sch/S)Zar) // Sh((Sch/S′)Zar)

where the vertical arrows are the structure morphisms.

9. The crystalline site

07IF Since (8.1.1) commutes with products and fibre products, we see that looking at
those (U, T, δ) such that U → X is an open immersion defines a full subcategory
preserved under fibre products (and more generally finite nonempty limits). Hence
the following definition makes sense.

Definition 9.1.07IG In Situation 7.5.
(1) The (small) crystalline site of X over (S, I, γ), denoted Cris(X/S, I, γ) or

simply Cris(X/S) is the full subcategory of CRIS(X/S) consisting of those
(U, T, δ) in CRIS(X/S) such that U → X is an open immersion. It comes
endowed with the Zariski topology.

(2) The topos of sheaves on Cris(X/S) is denoted (X/S)cris or sometimes
(X/S, I, γ)cris

3.

For any (U, T, δ) in Cris(X/S) the morphism U → X defines an object of the small
Zariski site XZar of X. Hence a canonical forgetful functor
(9.1.1)07IH Cris(X/S) −→ XZar, (U, T, δ) 7−→ U

3This clashes with our convention to denote the topos associated to a site C by Sh(C).

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MG
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IG
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and a left adjoint

(9.1.2)07II XZar −→ Cris(X/S), U 7−→ (U,U, ∅)

which is sometimes useful.

We can compare the small and big crystalline sites, just like we can compare the
small and big Zariski sites of a scheme, see Topologies, Lemma 3.14.

Lemma 9.2.07IJ Assumptions as in Definition 8.1. The inclusion functor

Cris(X/S)→ CRIS(X/S)

commutes with finite nonempty limits, is fully faithful, continuous, and cocontinu-
ous. There are morphisms of topoi

(X/S)cris
i−→ (X/S)CRIS

π−→ (X/S)cris

whose composition is the identity and of which the first is induced by the inclusion
functor. Moreover, π∗ = i−1.

Proof. For the first assertion see Lemma 8.2. This gives us a morphism of topoi
i : (X/S)cris → (X/S)CRIS and a left adjoint i! such that i−1i! = i−1i∗ = id, see
Sites, Lemmas 21.5, 21.6, and 21.7. We claim that i! is exact. If this is true, then
we can define π by the rules π−1 = i! and π∗ = i−1 and everything is clear. To
prove the claim, note that we already know that i! is right exact and preserves
fibre products (see references given). Hence it suffices to show that i!∗ = ∗ where
∗ indicates the final object in the category of sheaves of sets. To see this it suffices
to produce a set of objects (Ui, Ti, δi), i ∈ I of Cris(X/S) such that∐

i∈I
h(Ui,Ti,δi) → ∗

is surjective in (X/S)CRIS (details omitted; hint: use that Cris(X/S) has products
and that the functor Cris(X/S)→ CRIS(X/S) commutes with them). In the affine
case this follows from Lemma 5.6. We omit the proof in general. □

Remark 9.3 (Functoriality).07IK Let p be a prime number. Let (S, I, γ)→ (S′, I ′, γ′)
be a morphism of divided power schemes over Z(p). Let

X
f
//

��

Y

��
S0 // S′

0

be a commutative diagram of morphisms of schemes and assume p is locally nilpo-
tent on X and Y . By analogy with Topologies, Lemma 3.17 we define

fcris : (X/S)cris −→ (Y/S′)cris

by the formula fcris = πY ◦ fCRIS ◦ iX where iX and πY are as in Lemma 9.2 for X
and Y and where fCRIS is as in Remark 8.5.

Remark 9.4 (Comparison with Zariski site).07IL In Situation 7.5. The functor (9.1.1)
is continuous, cocontinuous, and commutes with products and fibred products.
Hence we obtain a morphism of topoi

uX/S : (X/S)cris −→ Sh(XZar)

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IJ
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IK
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IL
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relating the small crystalline topos of X/S with the small Zariski topos of X. See
Sites, Section 21.

Lemma 9.5.07KL In Situation 7.5. Let X ′ ⊂ X and S′ ⊂ S be open subschemes
such that X ′ maps into S′. Then there is a fully faithful functor Cris(X ′/S′) →
Cris(X/S) which gives rise to a morphism of topoi fitting into the commutative
diagram

(X ′/S′)cris //

uX′/S′

��

(X/S)cris

uX/S

��
Sh(X ′

Zar) // Sh(XZar)

Moreover, this diagram is an example of localization of morphisms of topoi as in
Sites, Lemma 31.1.

Proof. The fully faithful functor comes from thinking of objects of Cris(X ′/S′) as
divided power thickenings (U, T, δ) of X where U → X factors through X ′ ⊂ X
(since then automatically T → S will factor through S′). This functor is clearly co-
continuous hence we obtain a morphism of topoi as indicated. Let hX′ ∈ Sh(XZar)
be the representable sheaf associated to X ′ viewed as an object of XZar. It is
clear that Sh(X ′

Zar) is the localization Sh(XZar)/hX′ . On the other hand, the
category Cris(X/S)/u−1

X/ShX′ (see Sites, Lemma 30.3) is canonically identified with
Cris(X ′/S′) by the functor above. This finishes the proof. □

Remark 9.6 (Structure morphism).07IM In Situation 7.5. Consider the closed sub-
scheme S0 = V (I) ⊂ S. If we assume that p is locally nilpotent on S0 (which is
always the case in practice) then we obtain a situation as in Definition 8.1 with
S0 instead of X. Hence we get a site Cris(S0/S). If f : X → S0 is the structure
morphism of X over S, then we get a commutative diagram of ringed topoi

(X/S)cris
fcris

//

uX/S

��

(S0/S)cris

uS0/S

��
Sh(XZar) fsmall // Sh(S0,Zar)

&&
Sh(SZar)

see Remark 9.3. We think of the composition (X/S)cris → Sh(SZar) as the structure
morphism of the crystalline site. Even if p is not locally nilpotent on S0 the structure
morphism

τX/S : (X/S)cris −→ Sh(SZar)

is defined as we can take the lower route through the diagram above.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KL
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IM
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Remark 9.7 (Compatibilities).07MH The morphisms defined above satisfy numerous
compatibilities. For example, in the situation of Remark 9.3 we obtain a commu-
tative diagram of ringed topoi

(X/S)cris

��

// (Y/S′)cris

��
Sh((Sch/S)Zar) // Sh((Sch/S′)Zar)

where the vertical arrows are the structure morphisms.

10. Sheaves on the crystalline site

07IN Notation and assumptions as in Situation 7.5. In order to discuss the small and big
crystalline sites of X/S simultaneously in this section we let

C = CRIS(X/S) or C = Cris(X/S).
A sheaf F on C gives rise to a restriction FT for every object (U, T, δ) of C. Namely,
FT is the Zariski sheaf on the scheme T defined by the rule

FT (W ) = F(U ∩W,W, δ|W )
for W ⊂ T is open. Moreover, if f : T → T ′ is a morphism between objects (U, T, δ)
and (U ′, T ′, δ′) of C, then there is a canonical comparison map
(10.0.1)07IP cf : f−1FT ′ −→ FT .

Namely, if W ′ ⊂ T ′ is open then f induces a morphism
f |f−1W ′ : (U ∩ f−1(W ′), f−1W ′, δ|f−1W ′) −→ (U ′ ∩W ′,W ′, δ|W ′)

of C, hence we can use the restriction mapping (f |f−1W ′)∗ of F to define a map
FT ′(W ′) → FT (f−1W ′). These maps are clearly compatible with further restric-
tion, hence define an f -map from FT ′ to FT (see Sheaves, Section 21 and especially
Sheaves, Definition 21.7). Thus a map cf as in (10.0.1). Note that if f is an open
immersion, then cf is an isomorphism, because in that case FT is just the restriction
of FT ′ to T .
Conversely, given Zariski sheaves FT for every object (U, T, δ) of C and comparison
maps cf as above which (a) are isomorphisms for open immersions, and (b) satisfy
a suitable cocycle condition, we obtain a sheaf on C. This is proved exactly as in
Topologies, Lemma 3.20.
The structure sheaf on C is the sheaf OX/S defined by the rule

OX/S : (U, T, δ) 7−→ Γ(T,OT )
This is a sheaf by the definition of coverings in C. Suppose that F is a sheaf of
OX/S-modules. In this case the comparison mappings (10.0.1) define a comparison
map
(10.0.2)07IQ cf : f∗FT ′ −→ FT

of OT -modules.
Another type of example comes by starting with a sheaf G on (Sch/X)Zar or XZar

(depending on whether C = CRIS(X/S) or C = Cris(X/S)). Then G defined by the
rule

G : (U, T, δ) 7−→ G(U)

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MH
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is a sheaf on C. In particular, if we take G = Ga = OX , then we obtain
Ga : (U, T, δ) 7−→ Γ(U,OU )

There is a surjective map of sheaves OX/S → Ga defined by the canonical maps
Γ(T,OT )→ Γ(U,OU ) for objects (U, T, δ). The kernel of this map is denoted JX/S ,
hence a short exact sequence

0→ JX/S → OX/S → Ga → 0
Note that JX/S comes equipped with a canonical divided power structure. After
all, for each object (U, T, δ) the third component δ is a divided power structure on
the kernel of OT → OU . Hence the (big) crystalline topos is a divided power topos.

11. Crystals in modules

07IR It turns out that a crystal is a very general gadget. However, the definition may
be a bit hard to parse, so we first give the definition in the case of modules on the
crystalline sites.

Definition 11.1.07IS In Situation 7.5. Let C = CRIS(X/S) or C = Cris(X/S). Let
F be a sheaf of OX/S-modules on C.

(1) We say F is locally quasi-coherent if for every object (U, T, δ) of C the
restriction FT is a quasi-coherent OT -module.

(2) We say F is quasi-coherent if it is quasi-coherent in the sense of Modules
on Sites, Definition 23.1.

(3) We say F is a crystal in OX/S-modules if all the comparison maps (10.0.2)
are isomorphisms.

It turns out that we can relate these notions as follows.

Lemma 11.2.07IT With notation X/S, I, γ, C,F as in Definition 11.1. The following
are equivalent

(1) F is quasi-coherent, and
(2) F is locally quasi-coherent and a crystal in OX/S-modules.

Proof. Assume (1). Let f : (U ′, T ′, δ′) → (U, T, δ) be an object of C. We have
to prove (a) FT is a quasi-coherent OT -module and (b) cf : f∗FT → FT ′ is an
isomorphism. The assumption means that we can find a covering {(Ti, Ui, δi) →
(T,U, δ)} and for each i the restriction of F to C/(Ti, Ui, δi) has a global pre-
sentation. Since it suffices to prove (a) and (b) Zariski locally, we may replace
f : (T ′, U ′, δ′) → (T,U, δ) by the base change to (Ti, Ui, δi) and assume that F
restricted to C/(T,U, δ) has a global presentation⊕

j∈J
OX/S |C/(U,T,δ) −→

⊕
i∈I
OX/S |C/(U,T,δ) −→ F|C/(U,T,δ) −→ 0

It is clear that this gives a presentation⊕
j∈J
OT −→

⊕
i∈I
OT −→ FT −→ 0

and hence (a) holds. Moreover, the presentation restricts to T ′ to give a similar
presentation of FT ′ , whence (b) holds.
Assume (2). Let (U, T, δ) be an object of C. We have to find a covering of (U, T, δ)
such that F has a global presentation when we restrict to the localization of C at

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IS
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the members of the covering. Thus we may assume that T is affine. In this case we
can choose a presentation⊕

j∈J
OT −→

⊕
i∈I
OT −→ FT −→ 0

as FT is assumed to be a quasi-coherent OT -module. Then by the crystal property
of F we see that this pulls back to a presentation of FT ′ for any morphism f :
(U ′, T ′, δ′)→ (U, T, δ) of C. Thus the desired presentation of F|C/(U,T,δ). □

Definition 11.3.07IU If F satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 11.2, then we
say that F is a crystal in quasi-coherent modules. We say that F is a crystal in
finite locally free modules if, in addition, F is finite locally free.

Of course, as Lemma 11.2 shows, this notation is somewhat heavy since a quasi-
coherent module is always a crystal. But it is standard terminology in the literature.

Remark 11.4.07IV To formulate the general notion of a crystal we use the language of
stacks and strongly cartesian morphisms, see Stacks, Definition 4.1 and Categories,
Definition 33.1. In Situation 7.5 let p : C → Cris(X/S) be a stack. A crystal
in objects of C on X relative to S is a cartesian section σ : Cris(X/S) → C, i.e.,
a functor σ such that p ◦ σ = id and such that σ(f) is strongly cartesian for all
morphisms f of Cris(X/S). Similarly for the big crystalline site.

12. Sheaf of differentials

07IW In this section we will stick with the (small) crystalline site as it seems more natural.
We globalize Definition 6.1 as follows.

Definition 12.1.07IX In Situation 7.5 let F be a sheaf of OX/S-modules on Cris(X/S).
An S-derivation D : OX/S → F is a map of sheaves such that for every object
(U, T, δ) of Cris(X/S) the map

D : Γ(T,OT ) −→ Γ(T,F)

is a divided power Γ(V,OV )-derivation where V ⊂ S is any open such that T → S
factors through V .

This means that D is additive, satisfies the Leibniz rule, annihilates functions com-
ing from S, and satisfies D(f [n]) = f [n−1]D(f) for a local section f of the divided
power ideal JX/S . This is a special case of a very general notion which we now
describe.

Please compare the following discussion with Modules on Sites, Section 33. Let C
be a site, let A → B be a map of sheaves of rings on C, let J ⊂ B be a sheaf of
ideals, let δ be a divided power structure on J , and let F be a sheaf of B-modules.
Then there is a notion of a divided power A-derivation D : B → F . This means
that D is A-linear, satisfies the Leibniz rule, and satisfies D(δn(x)) = δn−1(x)D(x)
for local sections x of J . In this situation there exists a universal divided power
A-derivation

dB/A,δ : B −→ ΩB/A,δ

Moreover, dB/A,δ is the composition

B −→ ΩB/A −→ ΩB/A,δ

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IU
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IV
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where the first map is the universal derivation constructed in the proof of Modules
on Sites, Lemma 33.2 and the second arrow is the quotient by the submodule
generated by the local sections dB/A(δn(x))− δn−1(x)dB/A(x).

We translate this into a relative notion as follows. Suppose (f, f ♯) : (Sh(C),O) →
(Sh(C′),O′) is a morphism of ringed topoi, J ⊂ O a sheaf of ideals, δ a divided
power structure on J , and F a sheaf of O-modules. In this situation we say
D : O → F is a divided power O′-derivation if D is a divided power f−1O′-
derivation as defined above. Moreover, we write

ΩO/O′,δ = ΩO/f−1O′,δ

which is the receptacle of the universal divided power O′-derivation.
Applying this to the structure morphism

(X/S)Cris −→ Sh(SZar)
(see Remark 9.6) we recover the notion of Definition 12.1 above. In particular,
there is a universal divided power derivation

dX/S : OX/S → ΩX/S

Note that we omit from the notation the decoration indicating the module of dif-
ferentials is compatible with divided powers (it seems unlikely anybody would ever
consider the usual module of differentials of the structure sheaf on the crystalline
site).

Lemma 12.2.07IY Let (T,J , δ) be a divided power scheme. Let T → S be a morphism
of schemes. The quotient ΩT/S → ΩT/S,δ described above is a quasi-coherent OT -
module. For W ⊂ T affine open mapping into V ⊂ S affine open we have

Γ(W,ΩT/S,δ) = ΩΓ(W,OW )/Γ(V,OV ),δ

where the right hand side is as constructed in Section 6.

Proof. Omitted. □

Lemma 12.3.07IZ In Situation 7.5. For (U, T, δ) in Cris(X/S) the restriction (ΩX/S)T

to T is ΩT/S,δ and the restriction dX/S |T is equal to dT/S,δ.

Proof. Omitted. □

Lemma 12.4.07J0 In Situation 7.5. For any affine object (U, T, δ) of Cris(X/S)
mapping into an affine open V ⊂ S we have

Γ((U, T, δ),ΩX/S) = ΩΓ(T,OT )/Γ(V,OV ),δ

where the right hand side is as constructed in Section 6.

Proof. Combine Lemmas 12.2 and 12.3. □

Lemma 12.5.07J1 In Situation 7.5. Let (U, T, δ) be an object of Cris(X/S). Let
(U(1), T (1), δ(1)) = (U, T, δ)× (U, T, δ)

in Cris(X/S). Let K ⊂ OT (1) be the quasi-coherent sheaf of ideals corresponding to
the closed immersion ∆ : T → T (1). Then K ⊂ JT (1) is preserved by the divided
structure on JT (1) and we have

(ΩX/S)T = K/K[2]

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IY
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07IZ
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07J0
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07J1
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Proof. Note that U = U(1) as U → X is an open immersion and as (9.1.1)
commutes with products. Hence we see that K ⊂ JT (1). Given this fact the lemma
follows by working affine locally on T and using Lemmas 12.4 and 6.5. □

It turns out that ΩX/S is not a crystal in quasi-coherent OX/S-modules. But it
does satisfy two closely related properties (compare with Lemma 11.2).

Lemma 12.6.07KM In Situation 7.5. The sheaf of differentials ΩX/S has the following
two properties:

(1) ΩX/S is locally quasi-coherent, and
(2) for any morphism (U, T, δ) → (U ′, T ′, δ′) of Cris(X/S) where f : T → T ′

is a closed immersion the map cf : f∗(ΩX/S)T ′ → (ΩX/S)T is surjective.

Proof. Part (1) follows from a combination of Lemmas 12.2 and 12.3. Part (2)
follows from the fact that (ΩX/S)T = ΩT/S,δ is a quotient of ΩT/S and that
f∗ΩT ′/S → ΩT/S is surjective. □

13. Two universal thickenings

07KN The constructions in this section will help us define a connection on a crystal
in modules on the crystalline site. In some sense the constructions here are the
“sheafified, universal” versions of the constructions in Section 3.

Remark 13.1.07J2 In Situation 7.5. Let (U, T, δ) be an object of Cris(X/S). Write
ΩT/S,δ = (ΩX/S)T , see Lemma 12.3. We explicitly describe a first order thickening
T ′ of T . Namely, set

OT ′ = OT ⊕ ΩT/S,δ

with algebra structure such that ΩT/S,δ is an ideal of square zero. Let J ⊂ OT be
the ideal sheaf of the closed immersion U → T . Set J ′ = J ⊕ ΩT/S,δ. Define a
divided power structure on J ′ by setting

δ′
n(f, ω) = (δn(f), δn−1(f)ω),

see Lemma 3.1. There are two ring maps
p0, p1 : OT → OT ′

The first is given by f 7→ (f, 0) and the second by f 7→ (f, dT/S,δf). Note that
both are compatible with the divided power structures on J and J ′ and so is the
quotient map OT ′ → OT . Thus we get an object (U, T ′, δ′) of Cris(X/S) and a
commutative diagram

T

id

~~
i
��

id

  
T T ′p0oo p1 // T

of Cris(X/S) such that i is a first order thickening whose ideal sheaf is identified
with ΩT/S,δ and such that p∗

1 − p∗
0 : OT → OT ′ is identified with the universal

derivation dT/S,δ composed with the inclusion ΩT/S,δ → OT ′ .

Remark 13.2.07J3 In Situation 7.5. Let (U, T, δ) be an object of Cris(X/S). Write
ΩT/S,δ = (ΩX/S)T , see Lemma 12.3. We also write Ω2

T/S,δ for its second exterior
power. We explicitly describe a second order thickening T ′′ of T . Namely, set

OT ′′ = OT ⊕ ΩT/S,δ ⊕ ΩT/S,δ ⊕ Ω2
T/S,δ

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KM
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07J2
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07J3
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with algebra structure defined in the following way

(f, ω1, ω2, η)·(f ′, ω′
1, ω

′
2, η

′) = (ff ′, fω′
1+f ′ω1, fω

′
2+f ′ω2, fη

′+f ′η+ω1∧ω′
2+ω′

1∧ω2).

Let J ⊂ OT be the ideal sheaf of the closed immersion U → T . Let J ′′ be
the inverse image of J under the projection OT ′′ → OT . Define a divided power
structure on J ′′ by setting

δ′′
n(f, ω1, ω2, η) = (δn(f), δn−1(f)ω1, δn−1(f)ω2, δn−1(f)η + δn−2(f)ω1 ∧ ω2)

see Lemma 3.2. There are three ring maps q0, q1, q2 : OT → OT ′′ given by

q0(f) = (f, 0, 0, 0),
q1(f) = (f, df, 0, 0),
q2(f) = (f, df, df, 0)

where d = dT/S,δ. Note that all three are compatible with the divided power
structures on J and J ′′. There are three ring maps q01, q12, q02 : OT ′ → OT ′′

where OT ′ is as in Remark 13.1. Namely, set

q01(f, ω) = (f, ω, 0, 0),
q12(f, ω) = (f, df, ω,dω),
q02(f, ω) = (f, ω, ω, 0)

These are also compatible with the given divided power structures. Let’s do the
verifications for q12: Note that q12 is a ring homomorphism as

q12(f, ω)q12(g, η) = (f, df, ω,dω)(g,dg, η, dη)
= (fg, fdg + gdf, fη + gω, fdη + gdω + df ∧ η + dg ∧ ω)
= q12(fg, fη + gω) = q12((f, ω)(g, η))

Note that q12 is compatible with divided powers because

δ′′
n(q12(f, ω)) = δ′′

n((f, df, ω,dω))
= (δn(f), δn−1(f)df, δn−1(f)ω, δn−1(f)dω + δn−2(f)d(f) ∧ ω)
= q12((δn(f), δn−1(f)ω)) = q12(δ′

n(f, ω))

The verifications for q01 and q02 are easier. Note that q0 = q01 ◦ p0, q1 = q01 ◦ p1,
q1 = q12 ◦ p0, q2 = q12 ◦ p1, q0 = q02 ◦ p0, and q2 = q02 ◦ p1. Thus (U, T ′′, δ′′) is an
object of Cris(X/S) and we get morphisms

T ′′
//
//
//
T ′ //

// T

of Cris(X/S) satisfying the relations described above. In applications we will use
qi : T ′′ → T and qij : T ′′ → T ′ to denote the morphisms associated to the ring
maps described above.

14. The de Rham complex

07J4 In Situation 7.5. Working on the (small) crystalline site, we define Ωi
X/S = ∧i

OX/S
ΩX/S

for i ≥ 0. The universal S-derivation dX/S gives rise to the de Rham complex

OX/S → Ω1
X/S → Ω2

X/S → . . .

on Cris(X/S), see Lemma 12.4 and Remark 6.7.
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15. Connections

07J5 In Situation 7.5. Given an OX/S-module F on Cris(X/S) a connection is a map of
abelian sheaves

∇ : F −→ F ⊗OX/S
ΩX/S

such that ∇(fs) = f∇(s) + s⊗ df for local sections s, f of F and OX/S . Given a
connection there are canonical maps ∇ : F ⊗OX/S

Ωi
X/S −→ F ⊗OX/S

Ωi+1
X/S defined

by the rule ∇(s⊗ω) = ∇(s)∧ω+ s⊗ dω as in Remark 6.8. We say the connection
is integrable if ∇ ◦∇ = 0. If ∇ is integrable we obtain the de Rham complex

F → F ⊗OX/S
Ω1

X/S → F ⊗OX/S
Ω2

X/S → . . .

on Cris(X/S). It turns out that any crystal in OX/S-modules comes equipped with
a canonical integrable connection.

Lemma 15.1.07J6 In Situation 7.5. Let F be a crystal in OX/S-modules on Cris(X/S).
Then F comes equipped with a canonical integrable connection.

Proof. Say (U, T, δ) is an object of Cris(X/S). Let (U, T ′, δ′) be the infinitesimal
thickening of T by (ΩX/S)T = ΩT/S,δ constructed in Remark 13.1. It comes with
projections p0, p1 : T ′ → T and a diagonal i : T → T ′. By assumption we get
isomorphisms

p∗
0FT

c0−→ FT ′
c1←− p∗

1FT

of OT ′ -modules. Pulling c = c−1
1 ◦ c0 back to T by i we obtain the identity map

of FT . Hence if s ∈ Γ(T,FT ) then ∇(s) = p∗
1s− c(p∗

0s) is a section of p∗
1FT which

vanishes on pulling back by i. Hence ∇(s) is a section of
FT ⊗OT

ΩT/S,δ

because this is the kernel of p∗
1FT → FT as OT ′ = OT ⊕ ΩT/S,δ by construction.

It is easily verified that ∇(fs) = f∇(s) + s ⊗ d(f) using the description of d in
Remark 13.1.
The collection of maps

∇ : Γ(T,FT )→ Γ(T,FT ⊗OT
ΩT/S,δ)

so obtained is functorial in T because the construction of T ′ is functorial in T .
Hence we obtain a connection.
To show that the connection is integrable we consider the object (U, T ′′, δ′′) con-
structed in Remark 13.2. Because F is a sheaf we see that

q∗
0FT

q∗
01c

//

q∗
02c ##

q∗
1FT

q∗
12c{{

q∗
2FT

is a commutative diagram of OT ′′-modules. For s ∈ Γ(T,FT ) we have c(p∗
0s) =

p∗
1s−∇(s). Write ∇(s) =

∑
p∗

1si · ωi where si is a local section of FT and ωi is a
local section of ΩT/S,δ. We think of ωi as a local section of the structure sheaf of
OT ′ and hence we write product instead of tensor product. On the one hand

q∗
12c ◦ q∗

01c(q∗
0s) = q∗

12c(q∗
1s−

∑
q∗

1si · q∗
01ωi)

= q∗
2s−

∑
q∗

2si · q∗
12ωi −

∑
q∗

2si · q∗
01ωi +

∑
q∗

12∇(si) · q∗
01ωi

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07J6
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and on the other hand

q∗
02c(q∗

0s) = q∗
2s−

∑
q∗

2si · q∗
02ωi.

From the formulae of Remark 13.2 we see that q∗
01ωi + q∗

12ωi − q∗
02ωi = dωi. Hence

the difference of the two expressions above is∑
q∗

2si · dωi −
∑

q∗
12∇(si) · q∗

01ωi

Note that q∗
12ω · q∗

01ω
′ = ω′ ∧ ω = −ω ∧ ω′ by the definition of the multiplication

on OT ′′ . Thus the expression above is ∇2(s) viewed as a section of the subsheaf
FT ⊗ Ω2

T/S,δ of q∗
2F . Hence we get the integrability condition. □

16. Cosimplicial algebra

07KP This section should be moved somewhere else. A cosimplicial ring is a cosimplicial
object in the category of rings. Given a ring R, a cosimplicial R-algebra is a cosim-
plicial object in the category of R-algebras. A cosimplicial ideal in a cosimplicial
ring A∗ is given by an ideal In ⊂ An for all n such that A(f)(In) ⊂ Im for all
f : [n]→ [m] in ∆.

Let A∗ be a cosimplicial ring. Let C be the category of pairs (A,M) where A is a
ring and M is a module over A. A morphism (A,M)→ (A′,M ′) consists of a ring
map A→ A′ and an A-module map M →M ′ where M ′ is viewed as an A-module
via A→ A′ and the A′-module structure on M ′. Having said this we can define a
cosimplicial module M∗ over A∗ as a cosimplicial object (A∗,M∗) of C whose first
entry is equal to A∗. A homomorphism φ∗ : M∗ → N∗ of cosimplicial modules
over A∗ is a morphism (A∗,M∗)→ (A∗, N∗) of cosimplicial objects in C whose first
component is 1A∗ .

A homotopy between homomorphisms φ∗, ψ∗ : M∗ → N∗ of cosimplicial modules
over A∗ is a homotopy between the associated maps (A∗,M∗) → (A∗, N∗) whose
first component is the trivial homotopy (dual to Simplicial, Example 26.3). We
spell out what this means. Such a homotopy is a homotopy

h : M∗ −→ Hom(∆[1], N∗)

between φ∗ and ψ∗ as homomorphisms of cosimplicial abelian groups such that for
each n the map hn : Mn →

∏
α∈∆[1]n

Nn is An-linear. The following lemma is a
version of Simplicial, Lemma 28.4 for cosimplicial modules.

Lemma 16.1.07KQ Let A∗ be a cosimplicial ring. Let φ∗, ψ∗ : K∗ →M∗ be homomor-
phisms of cosimplicial A∗-modules.

(1)07KR If φ∗ and ψ∗ are homotopic, then

φ∗ ⊗ 1, ψ∗ ⊗ 1 : K∗ ⊗A∗ L∗ −→M∗ ⊗A∗ L∗

are homotopic for any cosimplicial A∗-module L∗.
(2)07KS If φ∗ and ψ∗ are homotopic, then

∧i(φ∗),∧i(ψ∗) : ∧i(K∗) −→ ∧i(M∗)

are homotopic.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07KQ
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(3)07KT If φ∗ and ψ∗ are homotopic, and A∗ → B∗ is a homomorphism of cosim-
plicial rings, then

φ∗ ⊗ 1, ψ∗ ⊗ 1 : K∗ ⊗A∗ B∗ −→M∗ ⊗A∗ B∗

are homotopic as homomorphisms of cosimplicial B∗-modules.
(4)07KU If I∗ ⊂ A∗ is a cosimplicial ideal, then the induced maps

φ∧
∗ , ψ

∧
∗ : K∧

∗ −→M∧
∗

between completions are homotopic.
(5) Add more here as needed, for example symmetric powers.

Proof. Let h : M∗ −→ Hom(∆[1], N∗) be the given homotopy. In degree n we
have

hn = (hn,α) : Kn −→
∏

α∈∆[1]n

Kn

see Simplicial, Section 28. In order for a collection of hn,α to form a homotopy, it
is necessary and sufficient if for every f : [n]→ [m] we have

hm,α ◦M∗(f) = N∗(f) ◦ hn,α◦f

see Simplicial, Equation (28.1.1). We also should have that ψn = hn,0:[n]→[1] and
φn = hn,1:[n]→[1].
In each of the cases of the lemma we can produce the corresponding maps. Case
(1). We can use the homotopy h⊗ 1 defined in degree n by setting

(h⊗ 1)n,α = hn,α ⊗ 1Ln : Kn ⊗An Ln −→Mn ⊗An Ln.

Case (2). We can use the homotopy ∧ih defined in degree n by setting
∧i(h)n,α = ∧i(hn,α) : ∧An

(Kn) −→ ∧i
An

(Mn).
Case (3). We can use the homotopy h⊗ 1 defined in degree n by setting

(h⊗ 1)n,α = hn,α ⊗ 1 : Kn ⊗An Bn −→Mn ⊗An Bn.

Case (4). We can use the homotopy h∧ defined in degree n by setting
(h∧)n,α = h∧

n,α : K∧
n −→M∧

n .

This works because each hn,α is An-linear. □

17. Crystals in quasi-coherent modules

07J7 In Situation 5.1. Set X = Spec(C) and S = Spec(A). We are going to classify
crystals in quasi-coherent modules on Cris(X/S). Before we do so we fix some
notation.
Choose a polynomial ring P = A[xi] over A and a surjection P → C of A-algebras
with kernel J = Ker(P → C). Set
(17.0.1)07J8 D = lime DP,γ(J)/peDP,γ(J)
for the p-adically completed divided power envelope. This ring comes with a divided
power ideal J̄ and divided power structure γ̄, see Lemma 5.5. Set De = D/peD
and denote J̄e the image of J̄ in De. We will use the short hand
(17.0.2)07J9 ΩD = lime ΩDe/A,γ̄ = lime ΩD/A,γ̄/p

eΩD/A,γ̄

for the p-adic completion of the module of divided power differentials, see Lemma
6.10. It is also the p-adic completion of ΩDP,γ (J)/A,γ̄ which is free on dxi, see Lemma
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6.6. Hence any element of ΩD can be written uniquely as a sum
∑
fidxi with for

all e only finitely many fi not in peD. Moreover, the maps dDe/A,γ̄ : De → ΩDe/A,γ̄

fit together to define a divided power A-derivation
(17.0.3)07JA d : D −→ ΩD

on p-adic completions.
We will also need the “products Spec(D(n)) of Spec(D)”, see Proposition 21.1 and
its proof for an explanation. Formally these are defined as follows. For n ≥ 0 let
J(n) = Ker(P ⊗A . . .⊗A P → C) where the tensor product has n+ 1 factors. We
set
(17.0.4)07JF D(n) = lime DP ⊗A...⊗AP,γ(J(n))/peDP ⊗A...⊗AP,γ(J(n))

equal to the p-adic completion of the divided power envelope. We denote J̄(n)
its divided power ideal and γ̄(n) its divided powers. We also introduce D(n)e =
D(n)/peD(n) as well as the p-adically completed module of differentials
(17.0.5)07L0 ΩD(n) = lime ΩD(n)e/A,γ̄ = lime ΩD(n)/A,γ̄/p

eΩD(n)/A,γ̄

and derivation
(17.0.6)07L1 d : D(n) −→ ΩD(n)

Of course we have D = D(0). Note that the rings D(0), D(1), D(2), . . . form a
cosimplicial object in the category of divided power rings.

Lemma 17.1.07L2 Let D and D(n) be as in (17.0.1) and (17.0.4). The coprojection
P → P ⊗A . . .⊗A P , f 7→ f ⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1 induces an isomorphism
(17.1.1)07L3 D(n) = lime D⟨ξi(j)⟩/peD⟨ξi(j)⟩
of algebras over D with

ξi(j) = xi ⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1− 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1⊗ xi ⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1
for j = 1, . . . , n where the second xi is placed in the j + 1st slot; recall that D(n) is
constructed starting with the n+ 1-fold tensor product of P over A.

Proof. We have
P ⊗A . . .⊗A P = P [ξi(j)]

and J(n) is generated by J and the elements ξi(j). Hence the lemma follows from
Lemma 2.5. □

Lemma 17.2.07L4 Let D and D(n) be as in (17.0.1) and (17.0.4). Then (D, J̄, γ̄)
and (D(n), J̄(n), γ̄(n)) are objects of Cris∧(C/A), see Remark 5.4, and

D(n) =
∐

j=0,...,n
D

in Cris∧(C/A).

Proof. The first assertion is clear. For the second, if (B → C, δ) is an object of
Cris∧(C/A), then we have

MorCris∧(C/A)(D,B) = HomA((P, J), (B,Ker(B → C)))
and similarly for D(n) replacing (P, J) by (P ⊗A . . .⊗A P, J(n)). The property on
coproducts follows as P ⊗A . . .⊗A P is a coproduct. □

In the lemma below we will consider pairs (M,∇) satisfying the following conditions

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07L2
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07L4
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(1)07JB M is a p-adically complete D-module,
(2)07JC ∇ : M →M ⊗∧

D ΩD is a connection, i.e., ∇(fm) = m⊗ df + f∇(m),
(3)07JD ∇ is integrable (see Remark 6.8), and
(4)07JE ∇ is topologically quasi-nilpotent: If we write ∇(m) =

∑
θi(m)dxi for some

operators θi : M → M , then for any m ∈ M there are only finitely many
pairs (i, k) such that θk

i (m) ̸∈ pM .
The operators θi are sometimes denoted ∇∂/∂xi

in the literature. In the following
lemma we construct a functor from crystals in quasi-coherent modules on Cris(X/S)
to the category of such pairs. We will show this functor is an equivalence in Propo-
sition 17.4.

Lemma 17.3.07JG In the situation above there is a functor

crystals in quasi-coherent
OX/S-modules on Cris(X/S) −→

pairs (M,∇) satisfying
(1), (2), (3), and (4)

Proof. Let F be a crystal in quasi-coherent modules on X/S. Set Te = Spec(De)
so that (X,Te, γ̄) is an object of Cris(X/S) for e≫ 0. We have morphisms

(X,Te, γ̄)→ (X,Te+1, γ̄)→ . . .

which are closed immersions. We set
M = lime Γ((X,Te, γ̄),F) = lime Γ(Te,FTe

) = lime Me

Note that since F is locally quasi-coherent we have FTe = M̃e. Since F is a crystal
we have Me = Me+1/p

eMe+1. Hence we see that Me = M/peM and that M is
p-adically complete, see Algebra, Lemma 98.2.
By Lemma 15.1 we know that F comes endowed with a canonical integrable con-
nection ∇ : F → F ⊗ ΩX/S . If we evaluate this connection on the objects Te

constructed above we obtain a canonical integrable connection
∇ : M −→M ⊗∧

D ΩD

To see that this is topologically nilpotent we work out what this means.
Now we can do the same procedure for the rings D(n). This produces a p-adically
complete D(n)-module M(n). Again using the crystal property of F we obtain
isomorphisms

M ⊗∧
D,p0

D(1)→M(1)←M ⊗∧
D,p1

D(1)
compare with the proof of Lemma 15.1. Denote c the composition from left to
right. Pick m ∈M . Write ξi = xi⊗1−1⊗xi. Using (17.1.1) we can write uniquely

c(m⊗ 1) =
∑

K
θK(m)⊗

∏
ξ

[ki]
i

for some θK(m) ∈M where the sum is over multi-indices K = (ki) with ki ≥ 0 and∑
ki < ∞. Set θi = θK where K has a 1 in the ith spot and zeros elsewhere. We

have
∇(m) =

∑
θi(m)dxi.

as can be seen by comparing with the definition of∇. Namely, the defining equation
is p∗

1m = ∇(m) − c(p∗
0m) in Lemma 15.1 but the sign works out because in the

Stacks project we consistently use df = p1(f) − p0(f) modulo the ideal of the
diagonal squared, and hence ξi = xi⊗ 1− 1⊗ xi maps to −dxi modulo the ideal of
the diagonal squared.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07JG
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Denote qi : D → D(2) and qij : D(1) → D(2) the coprojections corresponding to
the indices i, j. As in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 15.1 we see that

q∗
02c = q∗

12c ◦ q∗
01c.

This means that∑
K′′

θK′′(m)⊗
∏

ζ ′′
i

[k′′
i ] =

∑
K′,K

θK′(θK(m))⊗
∏

ζ ′
i
[k′

i] ∏
ζ

[ki]
i

in M ⊗∧
D,q2

D(2) where
ζi = xi ⊗ 1⊗ 1− 1⊗ xi ⊗ 1,
ζ ′

i = 1⊗ xi ⊗ 1− 1⊗ 1⊗ xi,

ζ ′′
i = xi ⊗ 1⊗ 1− 1⊗ 1⊗ xi.

In particular ζ ′′
i = ζi + ζ ′

i and we have that D(2) is the p-adic completion of the
divided power polynomial ring in ζi, ζ

′
i over q2(D), see Lemma 17.1. Comparing

coefficients in the expression above it follows immediately that θi ◦ θj = θj ◦ θi (this
provides an alternative proof of the integrability of ∇) and that

θK(m) = (
∏

θki
i )(m).

In particular, as the sum expressing c(m ⊗ 1) above has to converge p-adically we
conclude that for each i and each m ∈M only a finite number of θk

i (m) are allowed
to be nonzero modulo p. □

Proposition 17.4.07JH The functor

crystals in quasi-coherent
OX/S-modules on Cris(X/S) −→

pairs (M,∇) satisfying
(1), (2), (3), and (4)

of Lemma 17.3 is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. Let (M,∇) be given. We are going to construct a crystal in quasi-coherent
modules F . Write ∇(m) =

∑
θi(m)dxi. Then θi ◦ θj = θj ◦ θi and we can set

θK(m) = (
∏
θki

i )(m) for any multi-index K = (ki) with ki ≥ 0 and
∑
ki <∞.

Let (U, T, δ) be any object of Cris(X/S) with T affine. Say T = Spec(B) and the
ideal of U → T is JB ⊂ B. By Lemma 5.6 there exists an integer e and a morphism

f : (U, T, δ) −→ (X,Te, γ̄)
where Te = Spec(De) as in the proof of Lemma 17.3. Choose such an e and f ;
denote f : D → B also the corresponding divided power A-algebra map. We will
set FT equal to the quasi-coherent sheaf of OT -modules associated to the B-module

M ⊗D,f B.

However, we have to show that this is independent of the choice of f . Suppose that
g : D → B is a second such morphism. Since f and g are morphisms in Cris(X/S)
we see that the image of f − g : D → B is contained in the divided power ideal JB .
Write ξi = f(xi)− g(xi) ∈ JB . By analogy with the proof of Lemma 17.3 we define
an isomorphism

cf,g : M ⊗D,f B −→M ⊗D,g B

by the formula
m⊗ 1 7−→

∑
K
θK(m)⊗

∏
ξ

[ki]
i
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which makes sense by our remarks above and the fact that ∇ is topologically quasi-
nilpotent (so the sum is finite!). A computation shows that

cg,h ◦ cf,g = cf,h

if given a third morphism h : (U, T, δ) −→ (X,Te, γ̄). It is also true that cf,f =
1. Hence these maps are all isomorphisms and we see that the module FT is
independent of the choice of f .

If a : (U ′, T ′, δ′) → (U, T, δ) is a morphism of affine objects of Cris(X/S), then
choosing f ′ = f◦a it is clear that there exists a canonical isomorphism a∗FT → FT ′ .
We omit the verification that this map is independent of the choice of f . Using
these maps as the restriction maps it is clear that we obtain a crystal in quasi-
coherent modules on the full subcategory of Cris(X/S) consisting of affine objects.
We omit the proof that this extends to a crystal on all of Cris(X/S). We also omit
the proof that this procedure is a functor and that it is quasi-inverse to the functor
constructed in Lemma 17.3. □

Lemma 17.5.07L5 In Situation 5.1. Let A → P ′ → C be ring maps with A → P ′

smooth and P ′ → C surjective with kernel J ′. Let D′ be the p-adic completion of
DP ′,γ(J ′). There are homomorphisms of divided power A-algebras

a : D −→ D′, b : D′ −→ D

compatible with the maps D → C and D′ → C such that a ◦ b = idD′ . These maps
induce an equivalence of categories of pairs (M,∇) satisfying (1), (2), (3), and (4)
over D and pairs (M ′,∇′) satisfying (1), (2), (3), and (4)4 over D′. In particular,
the equivalence of categories of Proposition 17.4 also holds for the corresponding
functor towards pairs over D′.

Proof. First, suppose that P ′ = A[y1, . . . , ym] is a polynomial algebra over A. In
this case, we can find ring maps P → P ′ and P ′ → P compatible with the maps
to C which induce maps a : D → D′ and b : D′ → D as in the lemma. Using
completed base change along a and b we obtain functors between the categories of
modules with connection satisfying properties (1), (2), (3), and (4) simply because
these these categories are equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent crystals by
Proposition 17.4 (and this equivalence is compatible with the base change operation
as shown in the proof of the proposition).

Proof for general smooth P ′. By the first paragraph of the proof we may assume
P = A[y1, . . . , ym] which gives us a surjection P → P ′ compatible with the map to
C. Hence we obtain a surjective map a : D → D′ by functoriality of divided power
envelopes and completion. Pick e large enough so that De is a divided power thick-
ening of C over A. Then De → C is a surjection whose kernel is locally nilpotent,
see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 2.6. Setting D′

e = D′/peD′ we see that the ker-
nel of De → D′

e is locally nilpotent. Hence by Algebra, Lemma 138.17 we can find
a lift βe : P ′ → De of the map P ′ → D′

e. Note that De+i+1 → De+i×D′
e+i

D′
e+i+1 is

surjective with square zero kernel for any i ≥ 0 because pe+iD → pe+iD′ is surjec-
tive. Applying the usual lifting property (Algebra, Proposition 138.13) successively

4This condition is tricky to formulate for (M ′, ∇′) over D′. See proof.
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to the diagrams
P ′ // De+i ×D′

e+i
D′

e+i+1

A

OO

// De+i+1

OO

we see that we can find an A-algebra map β : P ′ → D whose composition with a is
the given map P ′ → D′. By the universal property of the divided power envelope
we obtain a map DP ′,γ(J ′)→ D. As D is p-adically complete we obtain b : D′ → D
such that a ◦ b = idD′ .
Consider the base change functors

F : (M,∇) 7−→ (M ⊗∧
D,a D

′,∇′) and G : (M ′,∇′) 7−→ (M ′ ⊗∧
D′,b D,∇)

on modules with connections satisfying (1), (2), and (3). See Remark 6.9. Since
a ◦ b = idD′ we see that F ◦G is the identity functor. Let us say that (M ′,∇′) has
property (4) if this is true for G(M ′,∇′). A formal argument now shows that to
finish the proof it suffices to show that G(F (M,∇)) is isomorphic to (M,∇) in the
case that (M,∇) satisfies all four conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4). For this we use
the functorial isomorphism

cidD,b◦a : M ⊗D,idD
D −→M ⊗D,b◦a D

of the proof of Proposition 17.4 (which requires the topological quasi-nilpotency of
∇ which we have assumed). It remains to prove that this map is horizontal, i.e.,
compatible with connections, which we omit.
The last statement of the proof now follows. □

Remark 17.6.07L6 The equivalence of Proposition 17.4 holds if we start with a sur-
jection P → C where P/A satisfies the strong lifting property of Algebra, Lemma
138.17. To prove this we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 17.5. (Details will
be added here if we ever need this.) Presumably there is also a direct proof of this
result, but the advantage of using polynomial rings is that the rings D(n) are p-adic
completions of divided power polynomial rings and the algebra is simplified.

18. General remarks on cohomology

07JI In this section we do a bit of work to translate the cohomology of modules on the
cristalline site of an affine scheme into an algebraic question.

Lemma 18.1.07JJ In Situation 7.5. Let F be a locally quasi-coherent OX/S-module
on Cris(X/S). Then we have

Hp((U, T, δ),F) = 0
for all p > 0 and all (U, T, δ) with T or U affine.

Proof. As U → T is a thickening we see that U is affine if and only if T is affine, see
Limits, Lemma 11.1. Having said this, let us apply Cohomology on Sites, Lemma
10.9 to the collection B of affine objects (U, T, δ) and the collection Cov of affine
open coverings U = {(Ui, Ti, δi)→ (U, T, δ)}. The Čech complex Č∗(U ,F) for such
a covering is simply the Čech complex of the quasi-coherent OT -module FT (here
we are using the assumption that F is locally quasi-coherent) with respect to the
affine open covering {Ti → T} of the affine scheme T . Hence the Čech cohomology
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is zero by Cohomology of Schemes, Lemma 2.6 and 2.2. Thus the hypothesis of
Cohomology on Sites, Lemma 10.9 are satisfied and we win. □

Lemma 18.2.07JK In Situation 7.5. Assume moreover X and S are affine schemes.
Consider the full subcategory C ⊂ Cris(X/S) consisting of divided power thickenings
(X,T, δ) endowed with the chaotic topology (see Sites, Example 6.6). For any locally
quasi-coherent OX/S-module F we have

RΓ(C,F|C) = RΓ(Cris(X/S),F)

Proof. Denote AffineCris(X/S) the fully subcategory of Cris(X/S) consisting of
those objects (U, T, δ) with U and T affine. We turn this into a site by saying a
family of morphisms {(Ui, Ti, δi)→ (U, T, δ)}i∈I of AffineCris(X/S) is a covering if
and only if it is a covering of Cris(X/S). With this definition the inclusion functor

AffineCris(X/S) −→ Cris(X/S)

is a special cocontinuous functor as defined in Sites, Definition 29.2. The proof
of this is exactly the same as the proof of Topologies, Lemma 3.10. Thus we see
that the topos of sheaves on Cris(X/S) is the same as the topos of sheaves on
AffineCris(X/S) via restriction by the displayed inclusion functor. Therefore we
have to prove the corresponding statement for the inclusion C ⊂ AffineCris(X/S).

We will use without further mention that C and AffineCris(X/S) have products
and fibre products (details omitted, see Lemma 8.2). The inclusion functor u : C →
AffineCris(X/S) is fully faithful, continuous, and commutes with products and fibre
products. We claim it defines a morphism of ringed sites

f : (AffineCris(X/S),OX/S) −→ (Sh(C),OX/S |C)

To see this we will use Sites, Lemma 14.6. Note that C has fibre products and
u commutes with them so the categories Iu

(U,T,δ) are disjoint unions of directed
categories (by Sites, Lemma 5.1 and Categories, Lemma 19.8). Hence it suffices to
show that Iu

(U,T,δ) is connected. Nonempty follows from Lemma 5.6: since U and T
are affine that lemma says there is at least one object (X,T ′, δ′) of C and a morphism
(U, T, δ)→ (X,T ′, δ′) of divided power thickenings. Connectedness follows from the
fact that C has products and that u commutes with them (compare with the proof
of Sites, Lemma 5.2).

Note that f∗F = F|C . Hence the lemma follows if Rpf∗F = 0 for p > 0, see Coho-
mology on Sites, Lemma 14.6. By Cohomology on Sites, Lemma 7.4 it suffices to
show that Hp(AffineCris(X/S)/(X,T, δ),F) = 0 for all (X,T, δ). This follows from
Lemma 18.1 because the topos of the site AffineCris(X/S)/(X,T, δ) is equivalent
to the topos of the site Cris(X/S)/(X,T, δ) used in the lemma. □

Lemma 18.3.07JL In Situation 5.1. Set C = (Cris(C/A))opp and C∧ = (Cris∧(C/A))opp

endowed with the chaotic topology, see Remark 5.4 for notation. There is a mor-
phism of topoi

g : Sh(C) −→ Sh(C∧)
such that if F is a sheaf of abelian groups on C, then

Rpg∗F(B → C, δ) =

 lime F(Be → C, δ) if p = 0
R1 lime F(Be → C, δ) if p = 1

0 else
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where Be = B/peB for e≫ 0.

Proof. Any functor between categories defines a morphism between chaotic topoi
in the same direction, for example because such a functor can be considered as a
cocontinuous functor between sites, see Sites, Section 21. Proof of the description
of g∗F is omitted. Note that in the statement we take (Be → C, δ) is an object of
Cris(C/A) only for e large enough. Let I be an injective abelian sheaf on C. Then
the transition maps

I(Be → C, δ)← I(Be+1 → C, δ)
are surjective as the morphisms

(Be → C, δ) −→ (Be+1 → C, δ)
are monomorphisms in the category C. Hence for an injective abelian sheaf both
sides of the displayed formula of the lemma agree. Taking an injective resolution
of F one easily obtains the result (sheaves are presheaves, so exactness is measured
on the level of groups of sections over objects). □

Lemma 18.4.07JM Let C be a category endowed with the chaotic topology. Let X be
an object of C such that every object of C has a morphism towards X. Assume that
C has products of pairs. Then for every abelian sheaf F on C the total cohomology
RΓ(C,F) is represented by the complex

F(X)→ F(X ×X)→ F(X ×X ×X)→ . . .

associated to the cosimplicial abelian group [n] 7→ F(Xn).

Proof. Note that Hq(Xp,F) = 0 for all q > 0 as any presheaf is a sheaf on C. The
assumption on X is that hX → ∗ is surjective. Using that Hq(X,F) = Hq(hX ,F)
and Hq(C,F) = Hq(∗,F) we see that our statement is a special case of Cohomology
on Sites, Lemma 13.2. □

19. Cosimplicial preparations

07JP In this section we compare crystalline cohomology with de Rham cohomology. We
follow [BdJ11].

Example 19.1.07L7 Suppose that A∗ is any cosimplicial ring. Consider the cosimpli-
cial module M∗ defined by the rule

Mn =
⊕

i=0,...,n
Anei

For a map f : [n] → [m] define M∗(f) : Mn → Mm to be the unique A∗(f)-linear
map which maps ei to ef(i). We claim the identity on M∗ is homotopic to 0.
Namely, a homotopy is given by a map of cosimplicial modules

h : M∗ −→ Hom(∆[1],M∗)
see Section 16. For j ∈ {0, . . . , n + 1} we let αn

j : [n] → [1] be the map de-
fined by αn

j (i) = 0 ⇔ i < j. Then ∆[1]n = {αn
0 , . . . , α

n
n+1} and correspondingly

Hom(∆[1],M∗)n =
∏

j=0,...,n+1 Mn, see Simplicial, Sections 26 and 28. Instead of
using this product representation, we think of an element in Hom(∆[1],M∗)n as a
function ∆[1]n →Mn. Using this notation, we define h in degree n by the rule

hn(ei)(αn
j ) =

{
ei if i < j
0 else
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We first check h is a morphism of cosimplicial modules. Namely, for f : [n]→ [m]
we will show that
(19.1.1)07L8 hm ◦M∗(f) = Hom(∆[1],M∗)(f) ◦ hn

The left hand side of (19.1.1) evaluated at ei and then in turn evaluated at αm
j is

hm(ef(i))(αm
j ) =

{
ef(i) if f(i) < j

0 else

Note that αm
j ◦ f = αn

j′ where 0 ≤ j′ ≤ n+ 1 is the unique index such that f(i) < j

if and only if i < j′. Thus the right hand side of (19.1.1) evaluated at ei and then
in turn evaluated at αm

j is

M∗(f)(hn(ei)(αm
j ◦ f) = M∗(f)(hn(ei)(αn

j′)) =
{
ef(i) if i < j′

0 else

It follows from our description of j′ that the two answers are equal. Hence h is
a map of cosimplicial modules. Let 0 : ∆[0] → ∆[1] and 1 : ∆[0] → ∆[1] be
the obvious maps, and denote ev0, ev1 : Hom(∆[1],M∗) → M∗ the corresponding
evaluation maps. The reader verifies readily that the compositions

ev0 ◦ h, ev1 ◦ h : M∗ −→M∗

are 0 and 1 respectively, whence h is the desired homotopy between 0 and 1.

Lemma 19.2.07L9 With notation as in (17.0.5) the complex
ΩD(0) → ΩD(1) → ΩD(2) → . . .

is homotopic to zero as a D(∗)-cosimplicial module.

Proof. We are going to use the principle of Simplicial, Lemma 28.4 and more
specifically Lemma 16.1 which tells us that homotopic maps between (co)simplicial
objects are transformed by any functor into homotopic maps. The complex of the
lemma is equal to the p-adic completion of the base change of the cosimplicial
module

M∗ =
(
ΩP/A → ΩP ⊗AP/A → ΩP ⊗AP ⊗AP/A → . . .

)
via the cosimplicial ring map P ⊗A . . . ⊗A P → D(n). This follows from Lemma
6.6, see comments following (17.0.2). Hence it suffices to show that the cosimplicial
module M∗ is homotopic to zero (uses base change and p-adic completion). We can
even assume A = Z and P = Z[{xi}i∈I ] as we can use base change with Z → A.
In this case P⊗n+1 is the polynomial algebra on the elements

xi(e) = 1⊗ . . .⊗ xi ⊗ . . .⊗ 1
with xi in the eth slot. The modules of the complex are free on the generators
dxi(e). Note that if f : [n]→ [m] is a map then we see that

M∗(f)(dxi(e)) = dxi(f(e))
Hence we see that M∗ is a direct sum over I of copies of the module studied in
Example 19.1 and we win. □

Lemma 19.3.07LA With notation as in (17.0.4) and (17.0.5), given any cosimplicial
module M∗ over D(∗) and i > 0 the cosimplicial module

M0 ⊗∧
D(0) Ωi

D(0) →M1 ⊗∧
D(1) Ωi

D(1) →M2 ⊗∧
D(2) Ωi

D(2) → . . .
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is homotopic to zero, where Ωi
D(n) is the p-adic completion of the ith exterior power

of ΩD(n).

Proof. By Lemma 19.2 the endomorphisms 0 and 1 of ΩD(∗) are homotopic. If
we apply the functor ∧i we see that the same is true for the cosimplicial module
∧iΩD(∗), see Lemma 16.1. Another application of the same lemma shows the p-adic
completion Ωi

D(∗) is homotopy equivalent to zero. Tensoring with M∗ we see that
M∗⊗D(∗) Ωi

D(∗) is homotopic to zero, see Lemma 16.1 again. A final application of
the p-adic completion functor finishes the proof. □

20. Divided power Poincaré lemma

07LB Just the simplest possible version.

Lemma 20.1.07LC Let A be a ring. Let P = A⟨xi⟩ be a divided power polynomial ring
over A. For any A-module M the complex

0→M →M ⊗A P →M ⊗A Ω1
P/A,δ →M ⊗A Ω2

P/A,δ → . . .

is exact. Let D be the p-adic completion of P . Let Ωi
D be the p-adic completion

of the ith exterior power of ΩD/A,δ. For any p-adically complete A-module M the
complex

0→M →M ⊗∧
A D →M ⊗∧

A Ω1
D →M ⊗∧

A Ω2
D → . . .

is exact.

Proof. It suffices to show that the complex

E : (0→ A→ P → Ω1
P/A,δ → Ω2

P/A,δ → . . .)

is homotopy equivalent to zero as a complex of A-modules. For every multi-index
K = (ki) we can consider the subcomplex E(K) which in degree j consists of⊕

I={i1,...,ij}⊂Supp(K)
A

∏
i ̸∈I

x
[ki]
i

∏
i∈I

x
[ki−1]
i dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxij

Since E =
⊕
E(K) we see that it suffices to prove each of the complexes E(K) is

homotopic to zero. If K = 0, then E(K) : (A→ A) is homotopic to zero. If K has
nonempty (finite) support S, then the complex E(K) is isomorphic to the complex

0→ A→
⊕

s∈S
A→ ∧2(

⊕
s∈S

A)→ . . .→ ∧#S(
⊕

s∈S
A)→ 0

which is homotopic to zero, for example by More on Algebra, Lemma 28.5. □

An alternative (more direct) approach to the following lemma is explained in Ex-
ample 25.2.

Lemma 20.2.07LD Let A be a ring. Let (B, I, δ) be a divided power ring. Let P = B⟨xi⟩
be a divided power polynomial ring over B with divided power ideal J = IP+B⟨xi⟩+
as usual. Let M be a B-module endowed with an integrable connection ∇ : M →
M ⊗B Ω1

B/A,δ. Then the map of de Rham complexes

M ⊗B Ω∗
B/A,δ −→M ⊗P Ω∗

P/A,δ

is a quasi-isomorphism. Let D, resp. D′ be the p-adic completion of B, resp. P
and let Ωi

D, resp. Ωi
D′ be the p-adic completion of Ωi

B/A,δ, resp. Ωi
P/A,δ. Let M
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be a p-adically complete D-module endowed with an integral connection ∇ : M →
M ⊗∧

D Ω1
D. Then the map of de Rham complexes

M ⊗∧
D Ω∗

D −→M ⊗∧
D Ω∗

D′

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. Consider the decreasing filtration F ∗ on Ω∗
B/A,δ given by the subcomplexes

F i(Ω∗
B/A,δ) = σ≥iΩ∗

B/A,δ. See Homology, Section 15. This induces a decreasing
filtration F ∗ on Ω∗

P/A,δ by setting

F i(Ω∗
P/A,δ) = F i(Ω∗

B/A,δ) ∧ Ω∗
P/A,δ.

We have a split short exact sequence
0→ Ω1

B/A,δ ⊗B P → Ω1
P/A,δ → Ω1

P/B,δ → 0

and the last module is free on dxi. It follows from this that F i(Ω∗
P/A,δ)→ Ω∗

P/A,δ

is a termwise split injection and that
gri

F (Ω∗
P/A,δ) = Ωi

B/A,δ ⊗B Ω∗
P/B,δ

as complexes. Thus we can define a filtration F ∗ on M ⊗B Ω∗
B/A,δ by setting

F i(M ⊗B Ω∗
P/A,δ) = M ⊗B F i(Ω∗

P/A,δ)

and we have
gri

F (M ⊗B Ω∗
P/A,δ) = M ⊗B Ωi

B/A,δ ⊗B Ω∗
P/B,δ

as complexes. By Lemma 20.1 each of these complexes is quasi-isomorphic to
M ⊗B Ωi

B/A,δ placed in degree 0. Hence we see that the first displayed map of
the lemma is a morphism of filtered complexes which induces a quasi-isomorphism
on graded pieces. This implies that it is a quasi-isomorphism, for example by the
spectral sequence associated to a filtered complex, see Homology, Section 24.
The proof of the second quasi-isomorphism is exactly the same. □

21. Cohomology in the affine case

07LE Let’s go back to the situation studied in Section 17. We start with (A, I, γ) and
A/I → C and set X = Spec(C) and S = Spec(A). Then we choose a polynomial
ring P over A and a surjection P → C with kernel J . We obtain D and D(n) see
(17.0.1) and (17.0.4). Set T (n)e = Spec(D(n)/peD(n)) so that (X,T (n)e, δ(n)) is
an object of Cris(X/S). Let F be a sheaf of OX/S-modules and set

M(n) = lime Γ((X,T (n)e, δ(n)),F)
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. This forms a cosimplicial module over the cosimplicial ring
D(0), D(1), D(2), . . ..

Proposition 21.1.07JN With notations as above assume that
(1) F is locally quasi-coherent, and
(2) for any morphism (U, T, δ) → (U ′, T ′, δ′) of Cris(X/S) where f : T → T ′

is a closed immersion the map cf : f∗FT ′ → FT is surjective.
Then the complex

M(0)→M(1)→M(2)→ . . .

computes RΓ(Cris(X/S),F).
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Proof. Using assumption (1) and Lemma 18.2 we see that RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) is
isomorphic to RΓ(C,F). Note that the categories C used in Lemmas 18.2 and
18.3 agree. Let f : T → T ′ be a closed immersion as in (2). Surjectivity of
cf : f∗FT ′ → FT is equivalent to surjectivity of FT ′ → f∗FT . Hence, if F satisfies
(1) and (2), then we obtain a short exact sequence

0→ K → FT ′ → f∗FT → 0

of quasi-coherent OT ′ -modules on T ′, see Schemes, Section 24 and in particular
Lemma 24.1. Thus, if T ′ is affine, then we conclude that the restriction map
F(U ′, T ′, δ′) → F(U, T, δ) is surjective by the vanishing of H1(T ′,K), see Coho-
mology of Schemes, Lemma 2.2. Hence the transition maps of the inverse systems
in Lemma 18.3 are surjective. We conclude that Rpg∗(F|C) = 0 for all p ≥ 1 where
g is as in Lemma 18.3. The object D of the category C∧ satisfies the assumption
of Lemma 18.4 by Lemma 5.7 with

D × . . .×D = D(n)

in C because D(n) is the n+1-fold coproduct of D in Cris∧(C/A), see Lemma 17.2.
Thus we win. □

Lemma 21.2.07LF Assumptions and notation as in Proposition 21.1. Then

Hj(Cris(X/S),F ⊗OX/S
Ωi

X/S) = 0

for all i > 0 and all j ≥ 0.

Proof. Using Lemma 12.6 it follows that H = F ⊗OX/S
Ωi

X/S also satisfies as-
sumptions (1) and (2) of Proposition 21.1. Write M(n)e = Γ((X,T (n)e, δ(n)),F)
so that M(n) = lime M(n)e. Then

lime Γ((X,T (n)e, δ(n)),H) = lime M(n)e ⊗D(n)e
ΩD(n)/p

eΩD(n)

= lime M(n)e ⊗D(n) ΩD(n)

By Lemma 19.3 the cosimplicial modules

M(0)e ⊗D(0) Ωi
D(0) →M(1)e ⊗D(1) Ωi

D(1) →M(2)e ⊗D(2) Ωi
D(2) → . . .

are homotopic to zero. Because the transition maps M(n)e+1 →M(n)e are surjec-
tive, we see that the inverse limit of the associated complexes are acyclic5. Hence
the vanishing of cohomology of H by Proposition 21.1. □

Proposition 21.3.07LG Assumptions as in Proposition 21.1 but now assume that F is
a crystal in quasi-coherent modules. Let (M,∇) be the corresponding module with
connection over D, see Proposition 17.4. Then the complex

M ⊗∧
D Ω∗

D

computes RΓ(Cris(X/S),F).

5Actually, they are even homotopic to zero as the homotopies fit together, but we don’t need
this. The reason for this roundabout argument is that the limit lime M(n)e ⊗D(n) Ωi

D(n) isn’t
the p-adic completion of M(n) ⊗D(n) Ωi

D(n) as with the assumptions of the lemma we don’t know
that M(n)e = M(n)e+1/peM(n)e+1. If F is a crystal then this does hold.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07LF
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Proof. We will prove this using the two spectral sequences associated to the double
complex K∗,∗ with terms

Ka,b = M ⊗∧
D Ωa

D(b)
What do we know so far? Well, Lemma 19.3 tells us that each column Ka,∗, a > 0
is acyclic. Proposition 21.1 tells us that the first column K0,∗ is quasi-isomorphic
to RΓ(Cris(X/S),F). Hence the first spectral sequence associated to the double
complex shows that there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism of RΓ(Cris(X/S),F)
with Tot(K∗,∗).
Next, let’s consider the rows K∗,b. By Lemma 17.1 each of the b+1 maps D → D(b)
presents D(b) as the p-adic completion of a divided power polynomial algebra over
D. Hence Lemma 20.2 shows that the map

M ⊗∧
D Ω∗

D −→M ⊗∧
D(b) Ω∗

D(b) = K∗,b

is a quasi-isomorphism. Note that each of these maps defines the same map on
cohomology (and even the same map in the derived category) as the inverse is
given by the co-diagonal map D(b)→ D (corresponding to the multiplication map
P ⊗A . . . ⊗A P → P ). Hence if we look at the E1 page of the second spectral
sequence we obtain

Ea,b
1 = Ha(M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D)

with differentials
Ea,0

1
0−→ Ea,1

1
1−→ Ea,2

1
0−→ Ea,3

1
1−→ . . .

as each of these is the alternation sum of the given identifications Ha(M ⊗∧
D Ω∗

D) =
Ea,0

1 = Ea,1
1 = . . .. Thus we see that the E2 page is equal Ha(M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D) on the

first row and zero elsewhere. It follows that the identification of M ⊗∧
D Ω∗

D with
the first row induces a quasi-isomorphism of M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D with Tot(K∗,∗). □

Lemma 21.4.07LH Assumptions as in Proposition 21.3. Let A → P ′ → C be ring
maps with A → P ′ smooth and P ′ → C surjective with kernel J ′. Let D′ be the
p-adic completion of DP ′,γ(J ′). Let (M ′,∇′) be the pair over D′ corresponding to
F , see Lemma 17.5. Then the complex

M ′ ⊗∧
D′ Ω∗

D′

computes RΓ(Cris(X/S),F).

Proof. Choose a : D → D′ and b : D′ → D as in Lemma 17.5. Note that the base
change M = M ′ ⊗D′,b D with its connection ∇ corresponds to F . Hence we know
that M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D computes the crystalline cohomology of F , see Proposition 21.3.

Hence it suffices to show that the base change maps (induced by a and b)
M ′ ⊗∧

D′ Ω∗
D′ −→M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D and M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D −→M ′ ⊗∧

D′ Ω∗
D′

are quasi-isomorphisms. Since a ◦ b = idD′ we see that the composition one way
around is the identity on the complex M ′ ⊗∧

D′ Ω∗
D′ . Hence it suffices to show that

the map
M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D −→M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D

induced by b ◦ a : D → D is a quasi-isomorphism. (Note that we have the same
complex on both sides as M = M ′ ⊗∧

D′,b D, hence M ⊗∧
D,b◦a D = M ′ ⊗∧

D′,b◦a◦b

D = M ′ ⊗∧
D′,b D = M .) In fact, we claim that for any divided power A-algebra

homomorphism ρ : D → D compatible with the augmentation to C the induced
map M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D →M ⊗∧

D,ρ Ω∗
D is a quasi-isomorphism.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07LH
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Write ρ(xi) = xi + zi. The elements zi are in the divided power ideal of D because
ρ is compatible with the augmentation to C. Hence we can factor the map ρ as a
composition

D
σ−→ D⟨ξi⟩∧

τ−→ D

where the first map is given by xi 7→ xi + ξi and the second map is the divided
power D-algebra map which maps ξi to zi. (This uses the universal properties of
polynomial algebra, divided power polynomial algebras, divided power envelopes,
and p-adic completion.) Note that there exists an automorphism α of D⟨ξi⟩∧ with
α(xi) = xi − ξi and α(ξi) = ξi. Applying Lemma 20.2 to α ◦ σ (which maps xi

to xi) and using that α is an isomorphism we conclude that σ induces a quasi-
isomorphism of M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D with M ⊗∧

D,σ Ω∗
D⟨xi⟩∧ . On the other hand the map

τ has as a left inverse the map D → D⟨xi⟩∧, xi 7→ xi and we conclude (using
Lemma 20.2 once more) that τ induces a quasi-isomorphism of M ⊗∧

D,σ Ω∗
D⟨xi⟩∧

with M ⊗∧
D,τ◦σ Ω∗

D. Composing these two quasi-isomorphisms we obtain that ρ
induces a quasi-isomorphism M ⊗∧

D Ω∗
D →M ⊗∧

D,ρ Ω∗
D as desired. □

22. Two counter examples

07LI Before we turn to some of the successes of crystalline cohomology, let us give two
examples which explain why crystalline cohomology does not work very well if the
schemes in question are either not proper over the base, or singular. The first
example can be found in [BO83].

Example 22.1.07LJ Let A = Zp with divided power ideal (p) endowed with its unique
divided powers γ. Let C = Fp[x, y]/(x2, xy, y2). We choose the presentation

C = P/J = Zp[x, y]/(x2, xy, y2, p)

Let D = DP,γ(J)∧ with divided power ideal (J̄ , γ̄) as in Section 17. We will denote
x, y also the images of x and y in D. Consider the element

τ = γ̄p(x2)γ̄p(y2)− γ̄p(xy)2 ∈ D
We note that pτ = 0 as

p!γ̄p(x2)γ̄p(y2) = x2pγ̄p(y2) = γ̄p(x2y2) = xpypγ̄p(xy) = p!γ̄p(xy)2

in D. We also note that dτ = 0 in ΩD as
d(γ̄p(x2)γ̄p(y2)) = γ̄p−1(x2)γ̄p(y2)dx2 + γ̄p(x2)γ̄p−1(y2)dy2

= 2xγ̄p−1(x2)γ̄p(y2)dx+ 2yγ̄p(x2)γ̄p−1(y2)dy
= 2/(p− 1)!(x2p−1γ̄p(y2)dx+ y2p−1γ̄p(x2)dy)
= 2/(p− 1)!(xp−1γ̄p(xy2)dx+ yp−1γ̄p(x2y)dy)
= 2/(p− 1)!(xp−1ypγ̄p(xy)dx+ xpyp−1γ̄p(xy)dy)
= 2γ̄p−1(xy)γ̄p(xy)(ydx+ xdy)
= d(γ̄p(xy)2)

Finally, we claim that τ ̸= 0 in D. To see this it suffices to produce an object
(B → Fp[x, y]/(x2, xy, y2), δ) of Cris(C/S) such that τ does not map to zero in B.
To do this take

B = Fp[x, y, u, v]/(x3, x2y, xy2, y3, xu, yu, xv, yv, u2, v2)

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07LJ
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with the obvious surjection to C. Let K = Ker(B → C) and consider the map
δp : K −→ K, ax2 + bxy + cy2 + du+ ev + fuv 7−→ apu+ cpv

One checks this satisfies the assumptions (1), (2), (3) of Divided Power Algebra,
Lemma 5.3 and hence defines a divided power structure. Moreover, we see that τ
maps to uv which is not zero in B. Set X = Spec(C) and S = Spec(A). We draw
the following conclusions

(1) H0(Cris(X/S),OX/S) has p-torsion, and
(2) pulling back by Frobenius F ∗ : H0(Cris(X/S),OX/S)→ H0(Cris(X/S),OX/S)

is not injective.
Namely, τ defines a nonzero torsion element of H0(Cris(X/S),OX/S) by Propo-
sition 21.3. Similarly, F ∗(τ) = σ(τ) where σ : D → D is the map induced by
any lift of Frobenius on P . If we choose σ(x) = xp and σ(y) = yp, then an easy
computation shows that F ∗(τ) = 0.

The next example shows that even for affine n-space crystalline cohomology does
not give the correct thing.

Example 22.2.07LK Let A = Zp with divided power ideal (p) endowed with its unique
divided powers γ. Let C = Fp[x1, . . . , xr]. We choose the presentation

C = P/J = P/pP with P = Zp[x1, . . . , xr]
Note that pP has divided powers by Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.2. Hence
setting D = P∧ with divided power ideal (p) we obtain a situation as in Section
17. We conclude that RΓ(Cris(X/S),OX/S) is represented by the complex

D → Ω1
D → Ω2

D → . . .→ Ωr
D

see Proposition 21.3. Assuming r > 0 we conclude the following
(1) The cristalline cohomology of the cristalline structure sheaf of X = Ar

Fp

over S = Spec(Zp) is zero except in degrees 0, . . . , r.
(2) We have H0(Cris(X/S),OX/S) = Zp.
(3) The cohomology group Hr(Cris(X/S),OX/S) is infinite and is not a torsion

abelian group.
(4) The cohomology group Hr(Cris(X/S),OX/S) is not separated for the p-adic

topology.
While the first two statements are reasonable, parts (3) and (4) are disconcerting!
The truth of these statements follows immediately from working out what the
complex displayed above looks like. Let’s just do this in case r = 1. Then we are
just looking at the two term complex of p-adically complete modules

d : D =
(⊕

n≥0
Zpx

n
)∧
−→ Ω1

D =
(⊕

n≥1
Zpx

n−1dx
)∧

The map is given by diag(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .) except that the first summand is missing
on the right hand side. Now it is clear that

⊕
n>0 Zp/nZp is a subgroup of the

cokernel, hence the cokernel is infinite. In fact, the element

ω =
∑

e>0
pexp2e−1dx

is clearly not a torsion element of the cokernel. But it gets worse. Namely, consider
the element

η =
∑

e>0
pexpe−1dx

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07LK
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For every t > 0 the element η is congruent to
∑

e>t p
expe−1dx modulo the image of

d which is divisible by pt. But η is not in the image of d because it would have to
be the image of a +

∑
e>0 x

pe for some a ∈ Zp which is not an element of the left
hand side. In fact, pNη is similarly not in the image of d for any integer N . This
implies that η “generates” a copy of Qp inside of H1

cris(A1
Fp
/ Spec(Zp)).

23. Applications

07LL In this section we collect some applications of the material in the previous sections.

Proposition 23.1.07LM In Situation 7.5. Let F be a crystal in quasi-coherent modules
on Cris(X/S). The truncation map of complexes

(F → F ⊗OX/S
Ω1

X/S → F ⊗OX/S
Ω2

X/S → . . .) −→ F [0],

while not a quasi-isomorphism, becomes a quasi-isomorphism after applying RuX/S,∗.
In fact, for any i > 0, we have

RuX/S,∗(F ⊗OX/S
Ωi

X/S) = 0.

Proof. By Lemma 15.1 we get a de Rham complex as indicated in the lemma. We
abbreviate H = F ⊗ Ωi

X/S . Let X ′ ⊂ X be an affine open subscheme which maps
into an affine open subscheme S′ ⊂ S. Then

(RuX/S,∗H)|X′
Zar

= RuX′/S′,∗(H|Cris(X′/S′)),

see Lemma 9.5. Thus Lemma 21.2 shows that RuX/S,∗H is a complex of sheaves
on XZar whose cohomology on any affine open is trivial. As X has a basis for its
topology consisting of affine opens this implies that RuX/S,∗H is quasi-isomorphic
to zero. □

Remark 23.2.07LN The proof of Proposition 23.1 shows that the conclusion

RuX/S,∗(F ⊗OX/S
Ωi

X/S) = 0

for i > 0 is true for any OX/S-module F which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of
Proposition 21.1. This applies to the following non-crystals: Ωi

X/S for all i, and
any sheaf of the form F , where F is a quasi-coherent OX -module. In particular, it
applies to the sheaf OX = Ga. But note that we need something like Lemma 15.1
to produce a de Rham complex which requires F to be a crystal. Hence (currently)
the collection of sheaves of modules for which the full statement of Proposition 23.1
holds is exactly the category of crystals in quasi-coherent modules.

In Situation 7.5. Let F be a crystal in quasi-coherent modules on Cris(X/S).
Let (U, T, δ) be an object of Cris(X/S). Proposition 23.1 allows us to construct a
canonical map

(23.2.1)07LP RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) −→ RΓ(T,FT ⊗OT
Ω∗

T/S,δ)

Namely, we have RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = RΓ(Cris(X/S),F ⊗ Ω∗
X/S), we can restrict

global cohomology classes to T , and ΩX/S restricts to ΩT/S,δ by Lemma 12.3.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07LM
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24. Some further results

07MI In this section we mention some results whose proof is missing. We will formulate
these as a series of remarks and we will convert them into actual lemmas and
propositions only when we add detailed proofs.

Remark 24.1 (Higher direct images).07MJ Let p be a prime number. Let (S, I, γ)→
(S′, I ′, γ′) be a morphism of divided power schemes over Z(p). Let

X
f
//

��

X ′

��
S0 // S′

0

be a commutative diagram of morphisms of schemes and assume p is locally nilpo-
tent on X and X ′. Let F be an OX/S-module on Cris(X/S). Then Rfcris,∗F can
be computed as follows.

Given an object (U ′, T ′, δ′) of Cris(X ′/S′) set U = X ×X′ U ′ = f−1(U ′) (an open
subscheme of X). Denote (T0, T, δ) the divided power scheme over S such that

T //

��

T ′

��
S // S′

is cartesian in the category of divided power schemes, see Lemma 7.4. There is an
induced morphism U → T0 and we obtain a morphism (U/T )cris → (X/S)cris, see
Remark 9.3. Let FU be the pullback of F . Let τU/T : (U/T )cris → TZar be the
structure morphism. Then we have

(24.1.1)07MK (Rfcris,∗F)T ′ = R(T → T ′)∗
(
RτU/T,∗FU

)
where the left hand side is the restriction (see Section 10).

Hints: First, show that Cris(U/T ) is the localization (in the sense of Sites, Lemma
30.3) of Cris(X/S) at the sheaf of sets f−1

crish(U ′,T ′,δ′). Next, reduce the statement to
the case where F is an injective module and pushforward of modules using that the
pullback of an injective OX/S-module is an injective OU/T -module on Cris(U/T ).
Finally, check the result holds for plain pushforward.

Remark 24.2 (Mayer-Vietoris).07ML In the situation of Remark 24.1 suppose we have
an open covering X = X ′ ∪ X ′′. Denote X ′′′ = X ′ ∩ X ′′. Let f ′, f ′′, and f ′′ be
the restriction of f to X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′. Moreover, let F ′, F ′′, and F ′′′ be the
restriction of F to the crystalline sites of X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′. Then there exists a
distinguished triangle

Rfcris,∗F −→ Rf ′
cris,∗F ′ ⊕Rf ′′

cris,∗F ′′ −→ Rf ′′′
cris,∗F ′′′ −→ Rfcris,∗F [1]

in D(OX′/S′).

Hints: This is a formal consequence of the fact that the subcategories Cris(X ′/S),
Cris(X ′′/S), Cris(X ′′′/S) correspond to open subobjects of the final sheaf on Cris(X/S)
and that the last is the intersection of the first two.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MJ
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Remark 24.3 (Čech complex).07MM Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ) be a
divided power ring with A a Z(p)-algebra. Set S = Spec(A) and S0 = Spec(A/I).
Let X be a separated6 scheme over S0 such that p is locally nilpotent on X. Let F
be a crystal in quasi-coherent OX/S-modules.
Choose an affine open covering X =

⋃
λ∈Λ Uλ of X. Write Uλ = Spec(Cλ). Choose

a polynomial algebra Pλ over A and a surjection Pλ → Cλ. Having fixed these
choices we can construct a Čech complex which computes RΓ(Cris(X/S),F).
Given n ≥ 0 and λ0, . . . , λn ∈ Λ write Uλ0...λn

= Uλ0 ∩ . . . ∩ Uλn
. This is an affine

scheme by assumption. Write Uλ0...λn
= Spec(Cλ0...λn

). Set
Pλ0...λn = Pλ0 ⊗A . . .⊗A Pλn

which comes with a canonical surjection onto Cλ0...λn
. Denote the kernel Jλ0...λn

and set Dλ0...λn the p-adically completed divided power envelope of Jλ0...λn in
Pλ0...λn relative to γ. Let Mλ0...λn be the Pλ0...λn -module corresponding to the
restriction of F to Cris(Uλ0...λn

/S) via Proposition 17.4. By construction we obtain
a cosimplicial divided power ring D(∗) having in degree n the ring

D(n) =
∏

λ0...λn

Dλ0...λn

(use that divided power envelopes are functorial and the trivial cosimplicial struc-
ture on the ring P (∗) defined similarly). Since Mλ0...λn

is the “value” of F on the
objects Spec(Dλ0...λn

) we see that M(∗) defined by the rule

M(n) =
∏

λ0...λn

Mλ0...λn

forms a cosimplicial D(∗)-module. Now we claim that we have
RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = s(M(∗))

Here s(−) denotes the cochain complex associated to a cosimplicial module (see
Simplicial, Section 25).
Hints: The proof of this is similar to the proof of Proposition 21.1 (in particular
the result holds for any module satisfying the assumptions of that proposition).

Remark 24.4 (Alternating Čech complex).07MN Let p be a prime number. Let
(A, I, γ) be a divided power ring with A a Z(p)-algebra. Set S = Spec(A) and
S0 = Spec(A/I). Let X be a separated quasi-compact scheme over S0 such that p
is locally nilpotent on X. Let F be a crystal in quasi-coherent OX/S-modules.
Choose a finite affine open covering X =

⋃
λ∈Λ Uλ of X and a total ordering on Λ.

Write Uλ = Spec(Cλ). Choose a polynomial algebra Pλ over A and a surjection
Pλ → Cλ. Having fixed these choices we can construct an alternating Čech complex
which computes RΓ(Cris(X/S),F).
We are going to use the notation introduced in Remark 24.3. Denote Ωλ0...λn the
p-adically completed module of differentials of Dλ0...λn

over A compatible with the
divided power structure. Let ∇ be the integrable connection on Mλ0...λn

coming
from Proposition 17.4. Consider the double complex M•,• with terms

Mn,m =
⊕

λ0<...<λn

Mλ0...λn
⊗∧

Dλ0...λn
Ωm

Dλ0...λn
.

6This assumption is not strictly necessary, as using hypercoverings the construction of the
remark can be extended to the general case.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MM
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For the differential d1 (increasing n) we use the usual Čech differential and for the
differential d2 we use the connection, i.e., the differential of the de Rham complex.
We claim that

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = Tot(M•,•)
Here Tot(−) denotes the total complex associated to a double complex, see Homol-
ogy, Definition 18.3.
Hints: We have

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = RΓ(Cris(X/S),F ⊗OX/S
Ω•

X/S)
by Proposition 23.1. The right hand side of the formula is simply the alternating
Čech complex for the covering X =

⋃
λ∈Λ Uλ (which induces an open covering of

the final sheaf of Cris(X/S)) and the complex F ⊗OX/S
Ω•

X/S , see Proposition 21.3.
Now the result follows from a general result in cohomology on sites, namely that the
alternating Čech complex computes the cohomology provided it gives the correct
answer on all the pieces (insert future reference here).

Remark 24.5 (Quasi-coherence).07MP In the situation of Remark 24.1 assume that
S → S′ is quasi-compact and quasi-separated and that X → S0 is quasi-compact
and quasi-separated. Then for a crystal in quasi-coherent OX/S-modules F the
sheaves Rifcris,∗F are locally quasi-coherent.
Hints: We have to show that the restrictions to T ′ are quasi-coherent OT ′ -modules,
where (U ′, T ′, δ′) is any object of Cris(X ′/S′). It suffices to do this when T ′ is affine.
We use the formula (24.1.1), the fact that T → T ′ is quasi-compact and quasi-
separated (as T is affine over the base change of T ′ by S → S′), and Cohomology
of Schemes, Lemma 4.5 to see that it suffices to show that the sheaves RiτU/T,∗FU

are quasi-coherent. Note that U → T0 is also quasi-compact and quasi-separated,
see Schemes, Lemmas 21.14 and 21.14.
This reduces us to proving that RiτX/S,∗F is quasi-coherent on S in the case that
p locally nilpotent on S. Here τX/S is the structure morphism, see Remark 9.6. We
may work locally on S, hence we may assume S affine (see Lemma 9.5). Induction
on the number of affines covering X and Mayer-Vietoris (Remark 24.2) reduces
the question to the case where X is also affine (as in the proof of Cohomology
of Schemes, Lemma 4.5). Say X = Spec(C) and S = Spec(A) so that (A, I, γ)
and A → C are as in Situation 5.1. Choose a polynomial algebra P over A and a
surjection P → C as in Section 17. Let (M,∇) be the module corresponding to F ,
see Proposition 17.4. Applying Proposition 21.3 we see that RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) is
represented byM⊗DΩ∗

D. Note that completion isn’t necessary as p is nilpotent inA!
We have to show that this is compatible with taking principal opens in S = Spec(A).
Suppose that g ∈ A. Then we conclude that similarly RΓ(Cris(Xg/Sg),F) is
computed by Mg ⊗Dg Ω∗

Dg
(again this uses that p-adic completion isn’t necessary).

Hence we conclude because localization is an exact functor on A-modules.

Remark 24.6 (Boundedness).07MQ In the situation of Remark 24.1 assume that S → S′

is quasi-compact and quasi-separated and that X → S0 is of finite type and quasi-
separated. Then there exists an integer i0 such that for any crystal in quasi-coherent
OX/S-modules F we have Rifcris,∗F = 0 for all i > i0.
Hints: Arguing as in Remark 24.5 (using Cohomology of Schemes, Lemma 4.5)
we reduce to proving that Hi(Cris(X/S),F) = 0 for i ≫ 0 in the situation of

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07MP
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Proposition 21.3 when C is a finite type algebra over A. This is clear as we can
choose a finite polynomial algebra and we see that Ωi

D = 0 for i≫ 0.

Remark 24.7 (Specific boundedness).07MR In Situation 7.5 let F be a crystal in quasi-
coherent OX/S-modules. Assume that S0 has a unique point and that X → S0 is
of finite presentation.

(1) If dimX = d andX/S0 has embedding dimension e, thenHi(Cris(X/S),F) =
0 for i > d+ e.

(2) If X is separated and can be covered by q affines, and X/S0 has embedding
dimension e, then Hi(Cris(X/S),F) = 0 for i > q + e.

Hints: In case (1) we can use that
Hi(Cris(X/S),F) = Hi(XZar, RuX/S,∗F)

and that RuX/S,∗F is locally calculated by a de Rham complex constructed using
an embedding of X into a smooth scheme of dimension e over S (see Lemma 21.4).
These de Rham complexes are zero in all degrees > e. Hence (1) follows from
Cohomology, Proposition 20.7. In case (2) we use the alternating Čech complex
(see Remark 24.4) to reduce to the case X affine. In the affine case we prove the
result using the de Rham complex associated to an embedding of X into a smooth
scheme of dimension e over S (it takes some work to construct such a thing).

Remark 24.8 (Base change map).07MS In the situation of Remark 24.1 assume S =
Spec(A) and S′ = Spec(A′) are affine. Let F ′ be an OX′/S′ -module. Let F be the
pullback of F ′. Then there is a canonical base change map

L(S′ → S)∗RτX′/S′,∗F ′ −→ RτX/S,∗F
where τX/S and τX′/S′ are the structure morphisms, see Remark 9.6. On global
sections this gives a base change map
(24.8.1)07MT RΓ(Cris(X ′/S′),F ′)⊗L

A′ A −→ RΓ(Cris(X/S),F)
in D(A).
Hint: Compose the very general base change map of Cohomology on Sites, Remark
19.3 with the canonical map Lf∗

crisF ′ → f∗
crisF ′ = F .

Remark 24.9 (Base change isomorphism).07MU The map (24.8.1) is an isomorphism
provided all of the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) p is nilpotent in A′,
(2) F ′ is a crystal in quasi-coherent OX′/S′-modules,
(3) X ′ → S′

0 is a quasi-compact, quasi-separated morphism,
(4) X = X ′ ×S′

0
S0,

(5) F ′ is a flat OX′/S′ -module,
(6) X ′ → S′

0 is a local complete intersection morphism (see More on Mor-
phisms, Definition 60.2; this holds for example if X ′ → S′

0 is syntomic or
smooth),

(7) X ′ and S0 are Tor independent over S′
0 (see More on Algebra, Definition

61.1; this holds for example if either S0 → S′
0 or X ′ → S′

0 is flat).
Hints: Condition (1) means that in the arguments below p-adic completion does
nothing and can be ignored. Using condition (3) and Mayer Vietoris (see Re-
mark 24.2) this reduces to the case where X ′ is affine. In fact by condition (6),
after shrinking further, we can assume that X ′ = Spec(C ′) and we are given
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a presentation C ′ = A′/I ′[x1, . . . , xn]/(f̄ ′
1, . . . , f̄

′
c) where f̄ ′

1, . . . , f̄
′
c is a Koszul-

regular sequence in A′/I ′. (This means that smooth locally f̄ ′
1, . . . , f̄

′
c forms a

regular sequence, see More on Algebra, Lemma 30.17.) We choose a lift of f̄ ′
i

to an element f ′
i ∈ A′[x1, . . . , xn]. By (4) we see that X = Spec(C) with C =

A/I[x1, . . . , xn]/(f̄1, . . . , f̄c) where fi ∈ A[x1, . . . , xn] is the image of f ′
i . By prop-

erty (7) we see that f̄1, . . . , f̄c is a Koszul-regular sequence in A/I[x1, . . . , xn]. The
divided power envelope of I ′A′[x1, . . . , xn] + (f ′

1, . . . , f
′
c) in A′[x1, . . . , xn] relative

to γ′ is
D′ = A′[x1, . . . , xn]⟨ξ1, . . . , ξc⟩/(ξi − f ′

i)
see Lemma 2.4. Then you check that ξ1 − f ′

1, . . . , ξn − f ′
n is a Koszul-regular se-

quence in the ring A′[x1, . . . , xn]⟨ξ1, . . . , ξc⟩. Similarly the divided power envelope
of IA[x1, . . . , xn] + (f1, . . . , fc) in A[x1, . . . , xn] relative to γ is

D = A[x1, . . . , xn]⟨ξ1, . . . , ξc⟩/(ξi − fi)

and ξ1−f1, . . . , ξn−fn is a Koszul-regular sequence in the ringA[x1, . . . , xn]⟨ξ1, . . . , ξc⟩.
It follows that D′ ⊗L

A′ A = D. Condition (2) implies F ′ corresponds to a pair
(M ′,∇) consisting of a D′-module with connection, see Proposition 17.4. Then
M = M ′ ⊗D′ D corresponds to the pullback F . By assumption (5) we see that M ′

is a flat D′-module, hence

M = M ′ ⊗D′ D = M ′ ⊗D′ D′ ⊗L
A′ A = M ′ ⊗L

A′ A

Since the modules of differentials ΩD′ and ΩD (as defined in Section 17) are free
D′-modules on the same generators we see that

M ⊗D Ω•
D = M ′ ⊗D′ Ω•

D′ ⊗D′ D = M ′ ⊗D′ Ω•
D′ ⊗L

A′ A

which proves what we want by Proposition 21.3.

Remark 24.10 (Rlim).07MV Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ) be a divided
power ring with A an algebra over Z(p) with p nilpotent in A/I. Set S = Spec(A)
and S0 = Spec(A/I). Let X be a scheme over S0 with p locally nilpotent on X.
Let F be any OX/S-module. For e ≫ 0 we have (pe) ⊂ I is preserved by γ, see
Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.5. Set Se = Spec(A/peA) for e ≫ 0. Then
Cris(X/Se) is a full subcategory of Cris(X/S) and we denote Fe the restriction of
F to Cris(X/Se). Then

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = R lime RΓ(Cris(X/Se),Fe)

Hints: Suffices to prove this for F injective. In this case the sheaves Fe are injective
modules too, the transition maps Γ(Fe+1) → Γ(Fe) are surjective, and we have
Γ(F) = lime Γ(Fe) because any object of Cris(X/S) is locally an object of one of
the categories Cris(X/Se) by definition of Cris(X/S).

Remark 24.11 (Comparison).07MW Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ) be a divided
power ring with p nilpotent in A. Set S = Spec(A) and S0 = Spec(A/I). Let Y be
a smooth scheme over S and set X = Y ×S S0. Let F be a crystal in quasi-coherent
OX/S-modules. Then

(1) γ extends to a divided power structure on the ideal of X in Y so that
(X,Y, γ) is an object of Cris(X/S),

(2) the restriction FY (see Section 10) comes endowed with a canonical inte-
grable connection ∇ : FY → FY ⊗OY

ΩY/S , and
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(3) we have

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = RΓ(Y,FY ⊗OY
Ω•

Y/S)

in D(A).
Hints: See Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 4.2 for (1). See Lemma 15.1 for (2).
For Part (3) note that there is a map, see (23.2.1). This map is an isomorphism
when X is affine, see Lemma 21.4. This shows that RuX/S,∗F and FY ⊗ Ω•

Y/S

are quasi-isomorphic as complexes on YZar = XZar. Since RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) =
RΓ(XZar, RuX/S,∗F) the result follows.

Remark 24.12 (Perfectness).07MX Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ) be a divided
power ring with p nilpotent in A. Set S = Spec(A) and S0 = Spec(A/I). Let X
be a proper smooth scheme over S0. Let F be a crystal in finite locally free quasi-
coherent OX/S-modules. Then RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) is a perfect object of D(A).

Hints: By Remark 24.9 we have

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F)⊗L
A A/I ∼= RΓ(Cris(X/S0),F|Cris(X/S0))

By Remark 24.11 we have

RΓ(Cris(X/S0),F|Cris(X/S0)) = RΓ(X,FX ⊗ Ω•
X/S0

)

Using the stupid filtration on the de Rham complex we see that the last displayed
complex is perfect in D(A/I) as soon as the complexes

RΓ(X,FX ⊗ Ωq
X/S0

)

are perfect complexes in D(A/I), see More on Algebra, Lemma 74.4. This is true
by standard arguments in coherent cohomology using that FX ⊗ Ωq

X/S0
is a finite

locally free sheaf and X → S0 is proper and flat (insert future reference here).
Applying More on Algebra, Lemma 78.4 we see that

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F)⊗L
A A/In

is a perfect object of D(A/In) for all n. This isn’t quite enough unless A is Noe-
therian. Namely, even though I is locally nilpotent by our assumption that p is
nilpotent, see Divided Power Algebra, Lemma 2.6, we cannot conclude that In = 0
for some n. A counter example is Fp⟨x⟩. To prove it in general when F = OX/S the
argument of https://math.columbia.edu/~dejong/wordpress/?p=2227 works.
When the coefficients F are non-trivial the argument of [Fal99] seems to be as fol-
lows. Reduce to the case pA = 0 by More on Algebra, Lemma 78.4. In this case the
Frobenius map A→ A, a 7→ ap factors as A→ A/I

φ−→ A (as xp = 0 for x ∈ I). Set
X(1) = X⊗A/I,φA. The absolute Frobenius morphism of X factors through a mor-
phism FX : X → X(1) (a kind of relative Frobenius). Affine locally if X = Spec(C)
then X(1) = Spec(C⊗A/I,φA) and FX corresponds to C⊗A/I,φA→ C, c⊗a 7→ cpa.
This defines morphisms of ringed topoi

(X/S)cris
(FX )cris−−−−−→ (X(1)/S)cris

u
X(1)/S−−−−−→ Sh(X(1)

Zar)

whose composition is denoted FrobX . One then shows that RFrobX,∗F is repre-
sentable by a perfect complex of OX(1)-modules(!) by a local calculation.
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Remark 24.13 (Complete perfectness).07MY Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ)
be a divided power ring with A a p-adically complete ring and p nilpotent in A/I.
Set S = Spec(A) and S0 = Spec(A/I). Let X be a proper smooth scheme over
S0. Let F be a crystal in finite locally free quasi-coherent OX/S-modules. Then
RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) is a perfect object of D(A).
Hints: We know that K = RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) is the derived limit K = R limKe of
the cohomologies over A/peA, see Remark 24.10. Each Ke is a perfect complex of
D(A/peA) by Remark 24.12. Since A is p-adically complete the result follows from
More on Algebra, Lemma 97.4.
Remark 24.14 (Complete comparison).07MZ Let p be a prime number. Let (A, I, γ) be
a divided power ring with A a Noetherian p-adically complete ring and p nilpotent
in A/I. Set S = Spec(A) and S0 = Spec(A/I). Let Y be a proper smooth scheme
over S and set X = Y ×S S0. Let F be a finite type crystal in quasi-coherent
OX/S-modules. Then

(1) there exists a coherent OY -module FY endowed with integrable connection
∇ : FY −→ FY ⊗OY

ΩY/S

such that FY /p
eFY is the module with connection over A/peA found in

Remark 24.11, and
(2) we have

RΓ(Cris(X/S),F) = RΓ(Y,FY ⊗OY
Ω•

Y/S)
in D(A).

Hints: The existence of FY is Grothendieck’s existence theorem (insert future ref-
erence here). The isomorphism of cohomologies follows as both sides are computed
as R lim of the versions modulo pe (see Remark 24.10 for the left hand side; use the
theorem on formal functions, see Cohomology of Schemes, Theorem 20.5 for the
right hand side). Each of the versions modulo pe are isomorphic by Remark 24.11.

25. Pulling back along purely inseparable maps

07PZ By an αp-cover we mean a morphism of the form
X ′ = Spec(C[z]/(zp − c)) −→ Spec(C) = X

where C is an Fp-algebra and c ∈ C. Equivalently, X ′ is an αp-torsor over X.
An iterated αp-cover7 is a morphism of schemes in characteristic p which is locally
on the target a composition of finitely many αp-covers. In this section we prove
that pullback along such a morphism induces a quasi-isomorphism on crystalline
cohomology after inverting the prime p. In fact, we prove a precise version of this
result. We begin with a preliminary lemma whose formulation needs some notation.
Assume we have a ring map B → B′ and quotients ΩB → Ω and ΩB′ → Ω′

satisfying the assumptions of Remark 6.9. Thus (6.9.1) provides a canonical map
of complexes

c•
M : M ⊗B Ω• −→M ⊗B (Ω′)•

for all B-modules M endowed with integrable connection ∇ : M →M ⊗B ΩB .
Suppose we have a ∈ B, z ∈ B′, and a map θ : B′ → B′ satisfying the following
assumptions

7This is nonstandard notation.
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(1)07Q0 d(a) = 0,
(2)07Q1 Ω′ = B′⊗B Ω⊕B′dz; we write d(f) = d1(f)+∂z(f)dz with d1(f) ∈ B′⊗Ω

and ∂z(f) ∈ B′ for all f ∈ B′,
(3)07Q2 θ : B′ → B′ is B-linear,
(4)07Q3 ∂z ◦ θ = a,
(5)07Q4 B → B′ is universally injective (and hence Ω→ Ω′ is injective),
(6)07Q5 af − θ(∂z(f)) ∈ B for all f ∈ B′,
(7)07Q6 (θ⊗ 1)(d1(f))− d1(θ(f)) ∈ Ω for all f ∈ B′ where θ⊗ 1 : B′⊗Ω→ B′⊗Ω

These conditions are not logically independent. For example, assumption (4) im-
plies that ∂z(af − θ(∂z(f))) = 0. Hence if the image of B → B′ is the collection of
elements annihilated by ∂z, then (6) follows. A similar argument can be made for
condition (7).

Lemma 25.1.07Q7 In the situation above there exists a map of complexes

e•
M : M ⊗B (Ω′)• −→M ⊗B Ω•

such that c•
M ◦ e•

M and e•
M ◦ c•

M are homotopic to multiplication by a.

Proof. In this proof all tensor products are over B. Assumption (2) implies that

M ⊗ (Ω′)i = (B′ ⊗M ⊗ Ωi)⊕ (B′dz ⊗M ⊗ Ωi−1)

for all i ≥ 0. A collection of additive generators for M⊗(Ω′)i is formed by elements
of the form fω and elements of the form fdz ∧ η where f ∈ B′, ω ∈ M ⊗ Ωi, and
η ∈M ⊗ Ωi−1.

For f ∈ B′ we write

ϵ(f) = af − θ(∂z(f)) and ϵ′(f) = (θ ⊗ 1)(d1(f))− d1(θ(f))

so that ϵ(f) ∈ B and ϵ′(f) ∈ Ω by assumptions (6) and (7). We define e•
M by the

rules ei
M (fω) = ϵ(f)ω and ei

M (fdz ∧ η) = ϵ′(f) ∧ η. We will see below that the
collection of maps ei

M is a map of complexes.

We define
hi : M ⊗B (Ω′)i −→M ⊗B (Ω′)i−1

by the rules hi(fω) = 0 and hi(fdz ∧ η) = θ(f)η for elements as above. We claim
that

d ◦ h+ h ◦ d = a− c•
M ◦ e•

M

Note that multiplication by a is a map of complexes by (1). Hence, since c•
M is an

injective map of complexes by assumption (5), we conclude that e•
M is a map of

complexes. To prove the claim we compute

(d ◦ h+ h ◦ d)(fω) = h (d(f) ∧ ω + f∇(ω))
= θ(∂z(f))ω
= afω − ϵ(f)ω
= afω − ci

M (ei
M (fω))
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The second equality because dz does not occur in ∇(ω) and the third equality by
assumption (6). Similarly, we have

(d ◦ h+ h ◦ d)(fdz ∧ η) = d(θ(f)η) + h (d(f) ∧ dz ∧ η − fdz ∧∇(η))
= d(θ(f)) ∧ η + θ(f)∇(η)− (θ ⊗ 1)(d1(f)) ∧ η − θ(f)∇(η)
= d1(θ(f)) ∧ η + ∂z(θ(f))dz ∧ η − (θ ⊗ 1)(d1(f)) ∧ η
= afdz ∧ η − ϵ′(f) ∧ η
= afdz ∧ η − ci

M (ei
M (fdz ∧ η))

The second equality because d(f) ∧ dz ∧ η = −dz ∧ d1(f) ∧ η. The fourth equality
by assumption (4). On the other hand it is immediate from the definitions that
ei

M (ci
M (ω)) = ϵ(1)ω = aω. This proves the lemma. □

Example 25.2.07Q8 A standard example of the situation above occurs when B′ = B⟨z⟩
is the divided power polynomial ring over a divided power ring (B, J, δ) with divided
powers δ′ on J ′ = B′

+ + JB′ ⊂ B′. Namely, we take Ω = ΩB,δ and Ω′ = ΩB′,δ′ . In
this case we can take a = 1 and

θ(
∑

bmz
[m]) =

∑
bmz

[m+1]

Note that
f − θ(∂z(f)) = f(0)

equals the constant term. It follows that in this case Lemma 25.1 recovers the
crystalline Poincaré lemma (Lemma 20.2).

Lemma 25.3.07N1 In Situation 5.1. Assume D and ΩD are as in (17.0.1) and (17.0.2).
Let λ ∈ D. Let D′ be the p-adic completion of

D[z]⟨ξ⟩/(ξ − (zp − λ))

and let ΩD′ be the p-adic completion of the module of divided power differentials
of D′ over A. For any pair (M,∇) over D satisfying (1), (2), (3), and (4) the
canonical map of complexes (6.9.1)

c•
M : M ⊗∧

D Ω•
D −→M ⊗∧

D Ω•
D′

has the following property: There exists a map e•
M in the opposite direction such

that both c•
M ◦ e•

M and e•
M ◦ c•

M are homotopic to multiplication by p.

Proof. We will prove this using Lemma 25.1 with a = p. Thus we have to find
θ : D′ → D′ and prove (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7). We first collect some
information about the rings D and D′ and the modules ΩD and ΩD′ .

Writing
D[z]⟨ξ⟩/(ξ − (zp − λ)) = D⟨ξ⟩[z]/(zp − ξ − λ)

we see that D′ is the p-adic completion of the free D-module⊕
i=0,...,p−1

⊕
n≥0

ziξ[n]D

where ξ[0] = 1. It follows that D → D′ has a continuous D-linear section, in
particular D → D′ is universally injective, i.e., (5) holds. We think of D′ as a
divided power algebra over A with divided power ideal J ′ = JD′ + (ξ). Then D′ is
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also the p-adic completion of the divided power envelope of the ideal generated by
zp − λ in D, see Lemma 2.4. Hence

ΩD′ = ΩD ⊗∧
D D′ ⊕D′dz

by Lemma 6.6. This proves (2). Note that (1) is obvious.

At this point we construct θ. (We wrote a PARI/gp script theta.gp verifying some
of the formulas in this proof which can be found in the scripts subdirectory of the
Stacks project.) Before we do so we compute the derivative of the elements ziξ[n].
We have dzi = izi−1dz. For n ≥ 1 we have

dξ[n] = ξ[n−1]dξ = −ξ[n−1]dλ+ pzp−1ξ[n−1]dz

because ξ = zp − λ. For 0 < i < p and n ≥ 1 we have

d(ziξ[n]) = izi−1ξ[n]dz + ziξ[n−1]dξ

= izi−1ξ[n]dz + ziξ[n−1]d(zp − λ)

= −ziξ[n−1]dλ+ (izi−1ξ[n] + pzi+p−1ξ[n−1])dz

= −ziξ[n−1]dλ+ (izi−1ξ[n] + pzi−1(ξ + λ)ξ[n−1])dz

= −ziξ[n−1]dλ+ ((i+ pn)zi−1ξ[n] + pλzi−1ξ[n−1])dz

the last equality because ξξ[n−1] = nξ[n]. Thus we see that

∂z(zi) = izi−1

∂z(ξ[n]) = pzp−1ξ[n−1]

∂z(ziξ[n]) = (i+ pn)zi−1ξ[n] + pλzi−1ξ[n−1]

Motivated by these formulas we define θ by the rules

θ(zj) = p zj+1

j+1 j = 0, . . . p− 1,
θ(zp−1ξ[m]) = ξ[m+1] m ≥ 1,
θ(zjξ[m]) = pzj+1ξ[m]−θ(pλzjξ[m−1])

(j+1+pm) 0 ≤ j < p− 1,m ≥ 1

where in the last line we use induction on m to define our choice of θ. Working this
out we get (for 0 ≤ j < p− 1 and 1 ≤ m)

θ(zjξ[m]) = pzj+1ξ[m]

(j+1+pm) −
p2λzj+1ξ[m−1]

(j+1+pm)(j+1+p(m−1)) + . . .+ (−1)mpm+1λmzj+1

(j+1+pm)...(j+1)

although we will not use this expression below. It is clear that θ extends uniquely
to a p-adically continuous D-linear map on D′. By construction we have (3) and
(4). It remains to prove (6) and (7).

Proof of (6) and (7). As θ is D-linear and continuous it suffices to prove that
p− θ ◦∂z, resp. (θ⊗ 1) ◦d1−d1 ◦ θ gives an element of D, resp. ΩD when evaluated
on the elements ziξ[n]8. Set D0 = Z(p)[λ] and D′

0 = Z(p)[z, λ]⟨ξ⟩/(ξ − zp + λ).
Observe that each of the expressions above is an element of D′

0 or ΩD′
0
. Hence it

suffices to prove the result in the case of D0 → D′
0. Note that D0 and D′

0 are torsion
free rings and that D0 ⊗Q = Q[λ] and D′

0 ⊗Q = Q[z, λ]. Hence D0 ⊂ D′
0 is the

8This can be done by direct computation: It turns out that p − θ ◦ ∂z evaluated on ziξ[n]

gives zero except for 1 which is mapped to p and ξ which is mapped to −pλ. It turns out that
(θ ⊗ 1) ◦ d1 − d1 ◦ θ evaluated on ziξ[n] gives zero except for zp−1ξ which is mapped to −λ.
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subring of elements annihilated by ∂z and (6) follows from (4), see the discussion
directly preceding Lemma 25.1. Similarly, we have d1(f) = ∂λ(f)dλ hence

((θ ⊗ 1) ◦ d1 − d1 ◦ θ) (f) = (θ(∂λ(f))− ∂λ(θ(f))) dλ
Applying ∂z to the coefficient we obtain

∂z (θ(∂λ(f))− ∂λ(θ(f))) = p∂λ(f)− ∂z(∂λ(θ(f)))
= p∂λ(f)− ∂λ(∂z(θ(f)))
= p∂λ(f)− ∂λ(pf) = 0

whence the coefficient does not depend on z as desired. This finishes the proof of
the lemma. □

Note that an iterated αp-cover X ′ → X (as defined in the introduction to this
section) is finite locally free. Hence if X is connected the degree of X ′ → X is
constant and is a power of p.

Lemma 25.4.07Q9 Let p be a prime number. Let (S, I, γ) be a divided power scheme
over Z(p) with p ∈ I. We set S0 = V (I) ⊂ S. Let f : X ′ → X be an iterated
αp-cover of schemes over S0 with constant degree q. Let F be any crystal in quasi-
coherent sheaves on X and set F ′ = f∗

crisF . In the distinguished triangle
RuX/S,∗F −→ f∗RuX′/S,∗F ′ −→ E −→ RuX/S,∗F [1]

the object E has cohomology sheaves annihilated by q.

Proof. Note that X ′ → X is a homeomorphism hence we can identify the under-
lying topological spaces of X and X ′. The question is clearly local on X, hence we
may assume X, X ′, and S affine and X ′ → X given as a composition

X ′ = Xn → Xn−1 → Xn−2 → . . .→ X0 = X

where each morphism Xi+1 → Xi is an αp-cover. Denote Fi the pullback of F to
Xi. It suffices to prove that each of the maps

RΓ(Cris(Xi/S),Fi) −→ RΓ(Cris(Xi+1/S),Fi+1)
fits into a triangle whose third member has cohomology groups annihilated by p.
(This uses axiom TR4 for the triangulated category D(X). Details omitted.)
Hence we may assume that S = Spec(A), X = Spec(C), X ′ = Spec(C ′) and
C ′ = C[z]/(zp − c) for some c ∈ C. Choose a polynomial algebra P over A and
a surjection P → C. Let D be the p-adically completed divided power envelop of
Ker(P → C) in P as in (17.0.1). Set P ′ = P [z] with surjection P ′ → C ′ mapping z
to the class of z in C ′. Choose a lift λ ∈ D of c ∈ C. Then we see that the p-adically
completed divided power envelope D′ of Ker(P ′ → C ′) in P ′ is isomorphic to the
p-adic completion of D[z]⟨ξ⟩/(ξ − (zp − λ)), see Lemma 25.3 and its proof. Thus
we see that the result follows from this lemma by the computation of cohomology
of crystals in quasi-coherent modules in Proposition 21.3. □

The bound in the following lemma is probably not optimal.

Lemma 25.5.07QA With notations and assumptions as in Lemma 25.4 the map

f∗ : Hi(Cris(X/S),F) −→ Hi(Cris(X ′/S),F ′)
has kernel and cokernel annihilated by qi+1.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07Q9
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07QA
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Proof. This follows from the fact that E has nonzero cohomology sheaves in de-
grees −1 and up, so that the spectral sequence Ha(Hb(E))⇒ Ha+b(E) converges.
This combined with the long exact cohomology sequence associated to a distin-
guished triangle gives the bound. □

In Situation 7.5 assume that p ∈ I. Set

X(1) = X ×S0,FS0
S0.

Denote FX/S0 : X → X(1) the relative Frobenius morphism.

Lemma 25.6.07QB In the situation above, assume that X → S0 is smooth of relative
dimension d. Then FX/S0 is an iterated αp-cover of degree pd. Hence Lemmas 25.4
and 25.5 apply to this situation. In particular, for any crystal in quasi-coherent
modules G on Cris(X(1)/S) the map

F ∗
X/S0

: Hi(Cris(X(1)/S),G) −→ Hi(Cris(X/S), F ∗
X/S0,crisG)

has kernel and cokernel annihilated by pd(i+1).

Proof. It suffices to prove the first statement. To see this we may assume that X
is étale over Ad

S0
, see Morphisms, Lemma 36.20. Denote φ : X → Ad

S0
this étale

morphism. In this case the relative Frobenius of X/S0 fits into a diagram

X

��

// X(1)

��
Ad

S0
// Ad

S0

where the lower horizontal arrow is the relative frobenius morphism of Ad
S0

over
S0. This is the morphism which raises all the coordinates to the pth power, hence
it is an iterated αp-cover. The proof is finished by observing that the diagram is a
fibre square, see Étale Morphisms, Lemma 14.3. □

26. Frobenius action on crystalline cohomology

07N0 In this section we prove that Frobenius pullback induces a quasi-isomorphism on
crystalline cohomology after inverting the prime p. But in order to even formulate
this we need to work in a special situation.

Situation 26.1.07N2 In Situation 7.5 assume the following
(1) S = Spec(A) for some divided power ring (A, I, γ) with p ∈ I,
(2) there is given a homomorphism of divided power rings σ : A→ A such that

σ(x) = xp mod pA for all x ∈ A.

In Situation 26.1 the morphism Spec(σ) : S → S is a lift of the absolute Frobenius
FS0 : S0 → S0 and since the diagram

X

��

FX

// X

��
S0

FS0 // S0

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07QB
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07N2
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is commutative where FX : X → X is the absolute Frobenius morphism of X. Thus
we obtain a morphism of crystalline topoi

(FX)cris : (X/S)cris −→ (X/S)cris

see Remark 9.3. Here is the terminology concerning F -crystals following the nota-
tion of Saavedra, see [SR72].

Definition 26.2.07N3 In Situation 26.1 an F -crystal on X/S (relative to σ) is a pair
(E , FE) given by a crystal in finite locally free OX/S-modules E together with a map

FE : (FX)∗
crisE −→ E

An F -crystal is called nondegenerate if there exists an integer i ≥ 0 a map V : E →
(FX)∗

crisE such that V ◦ FE = piid.

Remark 26.3.07N4 Let (E , F ) be an F -crystal as in Definition 26.2. In the literature
the nondegeneracy condition is often part of the definition of an F -crystal. More-
over, often it is also assumed that F ◦ V = pnid. What is needed for the result
below is that there exists an integer j ≥ 0 such that Ker(F ) and Coker(F ) are killed
by pj . If the rank of E is bounded (for example if X is quasi-compact), then both
of these conditions follow from the nondegeneracy condition as formulated in the
definition. Namely, suppose R is a ring, r ≥ 1 is an integer and K,L ∈ Mat(r×r,R)
are matrices with KL = pi1r×r. Then det(K) det(L) = pri. Let L′ be the adjugate
matrix of L, i.e., L′L = LL′ = det(L). Set K ′ = priK and j = ri + i. Then we
have K ′L = pj1r×r as KL = pi and

LK ′ = LK det(L) det(M) = LKLL′ det(M) = LpiL′ det(M) = pj1r×r

It follows that if V is as in Definition 26.2 then setting V ′ = pNV where N >
i · rank(E) we get V ′ ◦ F = pN+i and F ◦ V ′ = pN+i.

Theorem 26.4.07N5 In Situation 26.1 let (E , FE) be a nondegenerate F -crystal. As-
sume A is a p-adically complete Noetherian ring and that X → S0 is proper smooth.
Then the canonical map

FE ◦ (FX)∗
cris : RΓ(Cris(X/S), E)⊗L

A,σ A −→ RΓ(Cris(X/S), E)

becomes an isomorphism after inverting p.

Proof. We first write the arrow as a composition of three arrows. Namely, set

X(1) = X ×S0,FS0
S0

and denote FX/S0 : X → X(1) the relative Frobenius morphism. Denote E(1) the
base change of E by Spec(σ), in other words the pullback of E to Cris(X(1)/S) by
the morphism of crystalline topoi associated to the commutative diagram

X(1) //

��

X

��
S

Spec(σ) // S

Then we have the base change map

(26.4.1)07QC RΓ(Cris(X/S), E)⊗L
A,σ A −→ RΓ(Cris(X(1)/S), E(1))

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07N3
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07N4
https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/07N5
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see Remark 24.8. Note that the composition of FX/S0 : X → X(1) with the pro-
jection X(1) → X is the absolute Frobenius morphism FX . Hence we see that
F ∗

X/S0
E(1) = (FX)∗

crisE . Thus pullback by FX/S0 is a map

(26.4.2)07N6 F ∗
X/S0

: RΓ(Cris(X(1)/S), E(1)) −→ RΓ(Cris(X/S), (FX)∗
crisE)

Finally we can use FE to get a map
(26.4.3)07QD RΓ(Cris(X/S), (FX)∗

crisE) −→ RΓ(Cris(X/S), E)
The map of the theorem is the composition of the three maps (26.4.1), (26.4.2), and
(26.4.3) above. The first is a quasi-isomorphism modulo all powers of p by Remark
24.9. Hence it is a quasi-isomorphism since the complexes involved are perfect in
D(A) see Remark 24.13. The third map is a quasi-isomorphism after inverting p
simply because FE has an inverse up to a power of p, see Remark 26.3. Finally, the
second is an isomorphism after inverting p by Lemma 25.6. □
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